GENERAL CATALOGUE
We have been applying our technology
only to wood flooring since 1975.

Vermeister was founded in 1975 as a small family business and was amongst the first to be set up
in the world of wood flooring, a sector for which it has a true vocation, offering a range of products
for laying, treating and maintaining wood floors. Today, the company is under the management
of Silvano and Marco Arzuffi, respectively the firm’s CEO and COO. Certified according to
the UNI EN ISO 9001:2015 standard which guarantees the efficiency of the company system,
Vermeister has always focused on developing solutions that protect the environment by
performing constant research into the formulation and manufacturing processes of ecofriendly solutions.
In fact, the company’s attention to reducing its carbon footprints is evident in the various phases
of the production cycle and the distribution, from the choice of raw materials to the manufacturing
processes, from transportation to recycling and waste disposal. Vermeister was the first
company in the world in the “wood flooring” sector to formulate an emission-free product
for treating wood floor which, apart from being of an extremely high standard of quality, is the
best in terms of its people and environment-friendly features.

We have been applying our technology
only to wood flooring since 1975.

Since 1975, at Vermeister we have dealt solely and exclusively with wood flooring and this
dedication together with our experience enables us today to be considered a true reference
point with regard to the treatment and maintenance of wood floors. Without being distracted by
other markets, Vermeister has always concentrated and focused on just one “theme”, thus giving
added value to its “expertise”. All our investments have been aimed at wood floors and, as a
result, our know-how has developed more quickly. Today, this aspect is widely acknowledged
as our brand is present in over 60 Countries throughout the world.
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Vermeister has been working on the basis
of precise core values ever since 1975.
Vermeister has been working on the basis of precise core values ever since 1975.
We refer to RESPECT, both for people and things, we refer to HONESTY, FAIRNESS
and the HOPE FOR A BRIGHTER TOMORROW.

1975-TODAY= 400%
Today we can say that we have reached
a milestone that we will never consider
to be a point of arrival, but rather a starting
point, leading towards continual growth.

All this, summarised in just four words, embodies what we consider to be an
invaluable asset which assists and guides us daily towards achieving marks of
esteem and success. It is the very recognition that we receive that gives us the
strength to overcome the countless difficulties that life and the world of work
regularly lay in our path. This esteem confirms that we must be really grateful to
those who taught us important lessons in the past. We think it’s true to say that we
are happy and satisfied with what we have become today and we feel certain that
anyone in our place would say the same thing. This explains the bases on which
we have built what we have today. We could take the credit for having watered
the seeds that were given to us, but the value of that great legacy is not due to
us. Likewise, we cannot take the credit for the fact that along the way we have
met many people who have helped us and considered us to be honest, reliable
people with sound principles. And so here we are!
THIS IS THE STORY OF VERMEISTER, A BEAUTIFUL STORY.
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Vermeister has always been outstanding for its highly innovative spirit.
It is with this same spirit in mind that we have tried to be innovative in our communication
methods too, always prioritising the clarity of the information given.
The choice of a product depends on a careful analysis of the requirements of the
installation site. To make this choice easier, we have classified our range under
different categories according to the nature of the product and its destination of use.
All the sections have been coded with a pictogram that will appear in all the documents,
including the technical data sheets.
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Codifying our solutions

Codifying our
commitment towards
mankind and
the environment

FORMULATED WITH RENEWABLE RAW MATERIALS | The use of green technologies and renewable materials is fundamental for the competitiveness, sustainability and safety of medium and long term supply sources. In Vermeister we
promote the use of renewable raw materials in order to improve the performance and reduce the environmental impact of
our products.
SOLVENT FREE | The absence of solvents ensures a very low emission of volatile organic compounds, both during use and
after the floor has been laid, guaranteeing a better work environment and a low environmental impact.

In order to provide customers
with the best guarantees,
our products are tested
for their performance, safety
and environmental friendliness
by the most authoritative
institutes and independent
bodies.

COBALT AND KETOXIMES FREE | Cobalt compounds are used as siccatives in oil based products and for some years they have been
classified as suspected teratogenes (harmful effect on the unborn child) and toxic for the aquatic environment. Methyl ethyl ketoxime,
which has always been used as an anti-skinning agent in oil based products, has been classified as a suspected carcinogen for several
years. The absence of this substance guarantees a better work environment, both during use of the product and after the floor has been
laid, as well as a low environmental impact, to ensure a high level of home comfort.
PERMANENT ANTI-SCRATCH SYSTEM | Thanks to the PASS system, the anti-scratch agents are distributed on the surface
of the finish and remain “secured” to the polymer by means of indissoluble chemical bonds. In this way they
are not removed by washing or by traffic so that the non-scratch properties remain unchanged over time.
SELF CROSS-LINKING SYSTEM | The Self Cross-Linking System S-XL, enables compounds to be added to the coatings
that activate after the evaporation of the water and give rise to a true chemical cross-linking. In this way performances are
achieved similar to those of two component coatings with single component coatings as if component B had already been
added to them.

SPORT
EN 14904

LOW VOC | European directive EC 2004/42 set limits for the emission of volatile organic compounds (VOC) produced by
the solvents contained in finishes. All Vermeister products comply with these parameters.

EMICODE EC1
Emicode EC1 is a trademark belonging to GEV, Gemeinschaft Emissionskontrollierte Verlegewerkstoffe,
an association that controls the emissions of flooring products, adhesives and building materials, of which
Vermeister SpA is an official member. EC1 corresponds to the “very Low emission” class, the best available.
Only those products which satisfy the most stringent requirements for the control of emissions can be certified
and labelled “EMICODE EC 1” or “EMICODE EC 1 PLUS”.

AIR QUALITY IMPROVEMENT (RULE 1113 ARCHITECTURAL COATINGS)
AQMD (SOUTH COAST AIR QUALITY MANAGEMENT DISTRICT) is an American pollution control agency. AQMD
has drawn up the SUPER COMPLIANT ARCHITECTURAL COATINGS MANUFACTURERS LIST which groups
together those manufacturers who have been able to formulate a product that complies with the very strict
evaluation criteria applied by the institute in compliance with RULE 1113.

EN 14904 | The EN 14904:2006 standard establishes the technical requirements that flooring for sports halls must
satisfy. Particular attention is given to important requirements regarding safety and sports-related features that also concern
the treatment of the wood floors. In this instance, consideration is given to: friction (i.e. non-slip properties), resistance to
wear and a mirror finish. The Vermeister products bearing this logo comply with the most stringent tests stated in the EN
14904:2006 standard.

NMP FREE | NMP (N-methyl-pyrrolidone) is a solvent used in the production of water based finishes, which is classified as
dangerous due to the possible negative effects it may have on the reproductive cycle. Since 2007 Vermeister has been
formulating only NMP-free water based products.

MDI

MDI FREE | MDI, Methylenediphenyl diisocyanate, used in the synthesis of polyurethanes and polyisocyanates, is classified
as a suspected carcinogen. Together with the above-mentioned polymers, it is found as a free monomer, generally in quantities lower than a certain threshold value, in order to ensure the utmost safety of operators in the sector. The absence of
this substance guarantees a better work environment, both during use of the product and after the floor has been laid, as
well as a low environmental impact to ensure a high level of home comfort.
NANO SCALE SYSTEM | Thanks to the use of Nano technology, the NSS system produces coatings that stand out from the
rest due to their exceptional resistance, especially their resistance to scratching.

RULE 1168
COMPLIANT

AIR QUALITY IMPROVEMENT (RULE 1168 ADHESIVE AND SEALANT APPLICATIONS)
As far as adhesives and sealants are concerned, AQMD has set restrictive parameters in compliance with RULE
1168, which establishes limits for the content of VOC and prohibits the use of some substances considered to
be extremely dangerous.

PRHS TECHNOLOGY | The exclusive PRHS (PERFECT RIDGE HEIGHT SYSTEM) technology improves the specific rheology
of the product quite considerably in compliance with the UNI EN 14293:2006 specification, leading to a very spreadable
adhesive with a perfect ridge height at any temperature.

QUALITY MANAGEMENT SYSTEM CERTIFIED UNI EN ISO 9001:2015
A keenness to perform in-depth research has no value unless it is backed by an equally efficient organisation
and for this reason, in Vermeister we work using the “Quality Management System: UNI EN ISO 9001:2015” which
enables us to: optimize the use of internal and external resources, qualify our presence on the market, reduce
the production costs of goods and services and guarantee the consistency of our production.

INDOOR AIR EMISSIONS
In France, as from 1st January 2012, construction products installed indoors must bear a label certifying, in a
specific and simple way, their level of emission of volatile organic compounds. The level of emission of the
product is shown by a class which ranges from A+ (very Low emissions) to C (high emissions). Vermeister
products in the Zero concept and Innovation ranges (as well as some products in other ranges) fall within the
A+ class. The purpose of this labelling is to provide consumers with clear information about the VOC (volatile
organic compounds) emitted by the products after 28 days of testing.
IMPORTANT NOTE: The water based products are obviously not in a solvent base. Thanks to this play on words and an easy misinterpretation, water
based products are often mistakenly defined as ”solvent free”. This is incorrect because even water based products contain solvents, their proper
name being “coalescents”. Vermeister was the first company to formulate a water based finishing product, ZERO VOC, which is also “solvent free”.
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DUAL CURE TECHNOLOGY | The DCS (Dual Curing System) technology enables the cross-linking of both a single component paint and, after the addition of a hardener, a two-component paint. Thanks to this particular “dual cross-linking” the
paint is outstanding for its speed of drying when used as a single component and for its high resistance to abrasion, scuff
marks and chemical products when used as a two-component paint, making it ideal for treating floors subject to heavy
traffic.

TECHNOLOGY

3D TECHNOLOGY | The exclusive 3D technology has made an enormous improvement to the sandability of the system without
compromising the high build and coverage and, as a consequence, the wooden surface is given an appropriate level of insulation
after just one coat. It’s a special three-dimensional molecular structure that guarantees a subsequent uniformity of absorption,
perfect adherence and a tangible improvement in the coverage of the subsequent coats of finish.
SILVER IONS TECNOLOGY | The antimicrobial properties of ionized silver were already well-known in antiquity. In fact, it
is believed that silver not only has antimicrobial, but also anti-viral and antimycotic properties. Against viruses: by inserting itself between the complementary nitrogenous bases, silver causes the denaturation of viral DNA molecules. Against
funguses: by attaching itself to the cellular wall, silver migrates inside it and neutralizes its functionality. Against bacteria:
silver disactivates the enzymes responsible for the oxidative metabolism, causing the death of the single-cell organism.
In-vitro studies have demonstrated that silver is particularly effective against E. coli and Staphylococcus aureus, respectively Gram-negative and Gram-positive bacteria generally used as the basic criterion in bacterial load reduction tests in
accordance with ISO 22196:2011.
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ZERO CONCEPT

Only the use of products with a low environmental impact actually contributes
towards safeguarding the environment. The healthiness of home and work
environments is becoming more and more important as each day passes and for
this reason we are seeing a growing awareness on the part of our customers and
end users who are increasingly mindful of aspects concerning the health.
Vermeister has become more and more committed over the years to carrying
out research and developing products that safeguard the environment, the
health of the user and those living where the products are applied

Tested and certified by prestigious independent authorities for their high standard of quality and respect for precise environmental criteria, the products in the
ZERO CONCEPT range are provided with a certificate and “EMICODE EC1” mark
as a result of their very low emission of volatile organic compounds. It is important
to remember that use of the ZERO CONCEPT products in a work cycle drastically
reduces the emission of solvents and other volatile organic compounds.
OO
IND R
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ZERO CONCEPT is a range of products with an extremely low environmental impact and a very low content of volatile organic compounds, all formulated using
renewable raw materials and offering a far superior chemical/mechanical performance.

Each product in the ZERO CONCEPT range guarantees a high level comfort
for living areas and contributes towards daily well-being by combining an aesthetic value with the naturalness of raw materials.
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Zero Voc

Zeroil

Single/two component waterborne
finishing treatment

Protective natural oil for wood floors

5 Lt
0,35 Lt
BOOST

Zero%

Zeromono

Two component epoxy polyurethane
solvent-free adhesive

Single component high performance
adhesive with silanic termination

10 Kg
(9+1)

1 Lt

12 Kg

RULE 1168
COMPLIANT

A new generation two component epoxy polyurethane solvent
and water free adhesive for gluing wood flooring of any size
on concrete screeds, including heated ones and on non-absorbing surfaces (ceramic tiles, stoneware, marble, etc.). It is
also ideal for laying planks and engineered wood floors. A
real evolution: ZERO% asserts itself in a new version with an
improved rheology making it easier to spread and leading to
a perfect ridge height. ZERO% is outstanding for the fact that
it is almost insensitive to changes in the temperature (seasonality), completely odour-free both before and after mixing,
and offers excellent hold and wettability under any environmental condition. The coverage has also been considerably
improved. The high coefficient of elasticity after hardening
completes the features of the ZERO% revolutionary adhesive
together with its unbeatable characteristics of adhesion and
toughness. Being certified EMICODE EC1, ZERO% may apply
for the awarding of the EQ credit for Indoor Environmental
Quality – Low-Emitting Materials of the new international
certification standard LEED v4.

Single component moisture-cure silane-terminated adhesive
that does not contain water, solvents, isocyanates, epoxy or
amino compounds and for this reason does not bear any health or risk warnings or symbols. The EC1 PLUS classification
certifies the very low emission of volatile organic compounds
both when being applied and once the floor is in use. Being
certified EMICODE EC1PLUS, ZEROMONO may apply for
the awarding of the EQ credit for Indoor Environmental
Quality – Low-Emitting Materials of the new international
certification standard LEED v4.

QUICK FACTS

QUICK FACTS

QUICK FACTS

Low environmental impact certified EC1 PLUS

Low environmental impact certified EC1

Low environmental impact certified EC1 PLUS

Zero Voc

Solvent-free

Certified soundproofing qualities (insulation from footsteps)

Highly ecological – re-use of leftover product - no wastage

Very good reactivity even at low temperatures

Certified Heat Resistance

Hardener has no hazard label

Sensitivity to temperature changes (seasonality) has been
eliminated - consistent viscosity

No hazard labels

Solvent-free
Formulated with renewable raw materials

Considerably reduced odour of component B

Permanent elasticity

Excellent coverage

Does not stain pre-finished floors, no marks

Excellent spreadability

High level coverage

Perfect ridge height

Perfect ridge height

Protective waterborne finish that is completely solvent-free.
ZERO VOC can be used both as a single component or as
a two component finish after adding ZERO VOC BOOST.
Produced with renewable raw materials, ZERO VOC is ideal
for green building and when applied directly on the wood
it leaves the shade unaltered and provides a very natural
effect.

TECHNICAL NOTES
Dry for sanding (hours)
Degree of gloss - Zero VOC X-MATT 15 (gloss)

Consisting of a blend of particular vegetable oils, ZEROIL
has been formulated to give softness and warmth to wood
floors. The special composition of ZEROIL enhances the
natural appearance of the wood and protects it from the
inside while highlighting the grain. The high content of
natural compounds and the absence of any volatile organic
compound (VOC) together with the low environmental impact
make ZEROIL the ideal product for green building. ZEROIL
provides the treated surfaces with high level resistance and
water repellency, in just one coat.

RULE 1168
COMPLIANT

TECHNICAL NOTES
3

TECHNICAL NOTES

TECHNICAL NOTES

Application method

Roller, Brush, Pad

15

Average coverage per coat (g/m )

Degree of gloss - Zero VOC 30 (gloss)

30

Max. interval before polishing (min.)

Degree of gloss - Zero VOC 60 (gloss)

60

2

30/50
10/15

Pot-life (hours)

2

Open time (min.)

60

Ready for traffic (hours)

24/48

Interval before sanding (days)
Average coverage (g/m )
2
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Exceptional adhesion

3
900/1400

Open time (max. registration time) (min.)
Open time (surface skin formation time) (min.)
Ready for traffic (hours)

45/60
100/120
24

Interval before sanding (days)
Average coverage (g/m )
2

4
800/1000
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Zero Filler

Zero Deck

Waterborne binder for fillers

High performance eco-friendly
water-oil for outdoor use

5 Lt

5 Lt

RULE 1168
COMPLIANT

Solvent-free waterborne binder for preparing fillers to seal
wood floors. It is blended with wood flour obtained by
sanding with a fine grit sandpaper to create a filler of the
same colour as the floor. Ideal for waterborne coating cycles.
Zero emissions. Not suitable for Merbau.

High performance water-oil formulated specifically for
outdoor use. ZERO DECK not only brings out the smoothness
but also brightens the tone of the wood. Free of heavy
metal hardeners, it does not give rise to phenomena of selfcombustion like traditional oils. Although its VOC values are
insignificant, ZERO DECK is a product for outdoor use and,
therefore, EC1 classification is not provided for.

QUICK FACTS

QUICK FACTS

Low environmental impact certified EC1 PLUS

Greater coverage compared with traditional products

No hazard label

Excellent shading property

Solvent-free
Fast drying

Greater penetration in the wood compared with a solvent
based product

Ready for sanding after 1 hour

Easy to restore: it does not require sanding

Completely odourless

Protection against UV rays

Long workability

Prevents greying maintaining the natural colour of the wood

High solid content

Excellent water repellence

Greater elasticity
Can already be sanded in the intermediate phase with a
60/80 grit sandpaper

TECHNICAL NOTES

TECHNICAL NOTES

Completely dry (min.)

60

Application method

Ready for sanding (min.)

60

Average coverage per coat (g/m2)

Ready for coating (min.)

60

Interval before the second coat (hours)

Average coverage (g/m )
2

Application method
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100/120
Stainless steel/
plastic trowel

Roller, Brush or Pad
50/100
After 6, within 24

Respectful
of the environment,
of the health of the user
and of those who live where
the products are applied.
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Idro 2K

Ezy

Two component waterborne finish

Two component waterborne finish

5 Lt
+
0,5 Lt

INNOVATION

The products in the INNOVATION range are all NMP-free and contain very low
VOC values; as a result they guarantee the utmost respect for the environment
and for man, while offering maximum technical performance together with an
impeccable appearance.
At Vermeister we have always believed in waterborne products, investing heavily
in ideas and innovations that have
led us today to enjoy maximum
credibility.
At Vermeister we rely heavily on
information so that customers are
aware of the commitments made
by companies like ours which work
with determination in order to be
able to guarantee safe products
from every aspect at all times and
with rigorous consistency.
We were the first company to
introduce particular and exclusive
technologies in waterbased coating system for wood floors as a result
of serious commitments towards research in collaboration with the most
important international chemical companies.
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5 Lt
+
0,25 Lt

Two component polyurethane waterborne finish. In the
“natural wood effect” version, IDRO 2K confers a natural
appearance to floors together with a uniformity and
cleanliness that can only be compared to the results
achieved with impregnation cycles with oil and/or wax.
Apart from these features regarding appearance, IDRO 2K
combines qualities of resistance to abrasion and to rubber
marks never before achieved by waterborne products so
it is even recommended for use on heavy duty flooring (in
salons, shops, etc.). If it is applied directly without a sealer,
it brightens up the colour of the wood quite considerably,
without leading to yellowing over time.

Two component (100+5) polyurethane “double cross-linking”
finish with DCS Dual Curing System technology, to achieve
excellent performance in terms of resistance to wear, as well
as greater ease of mixing and use. The 2 components can
be mixed simply by adding component B to the container
of component A and stirring without the need for any
particular mixing procedures. Available in 10, 30 and 60
gloss, it maintains the natural look of the wood thanks to its
high level transparency, guaranteeing an excellent coverage
and filling capacity, even when only two coats are applied.
The superb flow of the film, even when applied thickly,
completes the characteristics of a product which is unique
in its kind. EZY can be used directly on the wood, even as a
single component first coat when faster cycles are required,
so just one single product is used for greater convenience.
It guarantees an excellent final look even under the most
extreme environmental conditions. EZY combines qualities
of resistance to abrasion and to rubber marks so it is even
recommended for use on heavy duty flooring (in salons,
shops, etc.).

QUICK FACTS

QUICK FACTS

Low environmental impact certified EC1

Greater ease of mixing

Extraordinary chemical and mechanical resistance

Greater ease of use even under the most extreme
environmental conditions
Guarantee of perfect final look
Extraordinary chemical and mechanical resistance
Low environmental impact

TECHNICAL NOTES

TECHNICAL NOTES
Catalysis ratio (vol/vol)
Dry for sanding (hours)
Overcoating without sanding (hours)

10:1
12
After 3,
within 5

Catalysis ratio (vol/vol)
Overcoating without sanding (hours)
Dry for sanding A+B (hours)

10:0.5
After 1,
within 3
12/16

10

Degree of gloss EZY X-MATT (gloss)

Degree of gloss 2K EXPORT (gloss)

30

Degree of gloss EZY 30 (gloss)

30

Degree of gloss 2K SAT (gloss)

50

Degree of gloss EZY 60 (gloss)

60

Degree of gloss 2K (gloss)

10
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Silk

Velvet

Flame

Single component waterborne finish

Single component waterborne
“soft to the touch” treatment

5 Lt
0,5 Lt

Two component waterborne
sealer with toning effect

Single component waterborne,
sandable and fast drying sealer.

5 Lt
+
1 Lt

5 Lt

IMPROVER

One

5 Lt

TECHNOLOGY

Single component polyurethane waterborne finishing
treatment with S-XL technology, formulated with renewable
raw materials. Floors treated with VELVET have a completely
natural appearance and a unique, velvety feel to the touch.
Thanks to the high solid content and the extraordinary drying
speed, the product allows very fast work cycles to be carried
out (1-2 hours according to environmental conditions).
Another very important feature is the ease with which the
floors can be touched up if the surface is damaged or in the
event of localized defects: in fact, work can be carried out
just on those areas by marking them off with tape, sanding
them and then reapplying the product. When the surface is
dry, there are no signs of marks or imperfections. For rooms
subject to heavy traffic, we recommend adding 10% VELVET
IMPROVER to the last coat.

Single component polyurethane waterborne finish featuring
exceptional resistance to abrasion and to scuff marks which
makes it ideal for use in every situation. From the point of
view of appearance, it differs from traditional waterborne
products due to its considerable transparency, for the
cleanliness of the film and above all for the warm tone that
it confers on the wood, avoiding the “whitening” typical of
other waterborne finishes.

Two component waterborne sealer with a very low content
of volatile organic compounds (VOC). The composition of
the product based on the latest generation of resins allows
the wood to appear in almost the same way as traditional
solvent based sealers. Unlike the latter, this product does
not cause yellowing over time, preventing excessively
dark or unnatural changes in the colour of the wood. This
distinctive characteristic of FLAME has been achieved
without penalizing other very important qualities such as
resistance to the formation of overlapping, considerable
coverage, ease of application and sanding. Thanks to its
high level of solid content, FLAME in combination with the
two component finishes in the INNOVATION range, allows a
two coat cycle to be carried out.

ONE is the latest generation of single component sandable
waterborne sealer. Featuring a sophisticated internal self
cross-linking system (S-XL Self Cross-Linking System),
thanks to its particular three-dimensional structure and the
exceptional high build, ONE guarantees appreciable high
build power on any type of wood comparable with that
of a two-component sealer. The high “open time” and the
fast hardening time mean that, whatever the environmental
conditions, ONE has a minimum tendency to leave lap marks
and/or roller marks. The considerable penetration in the
pores of the wood, the good tone and perfect sandability in
less than an hour after application, make ONE the best ally
for the modern wood floor installer. In line with the quality
standards that have always characterized Vermeister, for
ONE the R&D laboratory has carefully selected raw materials
with very Low emission levels and with low olfactory impact
making it practically odour-free.

QUICK FACTS

QUICK FACTS

QUICK FACTS

QUICK FACTS

Low environmental impact certified EC1

Low environmental impact certified EC1

High toning power

Fast and perfect sandability in 1 hour

Natural effect

Exceptional resistance to abrasion and to scuff marks

High build property

No lap marks or roller marks

Velvety feel to the touch

Great transparency

Good sanding qualities

Odour-free and low emission level

Possibility of fast cycles (1-2 hours)

Good toning effect

Low emission

Exceptional high build and insulation qualities

Possibility of invisible touch ups

Minimum overlapping

Suitable for 2-coat cycles

Ideal for heavy traffic with the addition of Improver

Ideal for 2 coat cycles

Dry for sanding (hours)

1,5

Degree of gloss (gloss)

5
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TECHNICAL NOTES

TECHNICAL NOTES

TECHNICAL NOTES

Dry for sanding (hours)
Overcoating without sanding (hours)

8

Catalysis ratio (vol/vol)

After 3,
within 5

Dry for sanding (hours)

Degree of gloss SILK 30 (gloss)

30

Degree of gloss SILK 60 (gloss)

60

Degree of gloss SILK 90 (gloss)

90

Overcoating without sanding (hours)

TECHNICAL NOTES
5:1

Dry for sanding (hours)

1

16
After 3,
within 8
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Aqua First

Aqua Play 1

Aqua Tenax

Single component waterborne sealer

Single component waterborne finish

Two component waterborne sealer

5 Lt
+
1 Lt

5 Lt

Single component waterborne sealer featuring an excellent
filling capacity, fast drying time and good shading of the
wood.

QUICK FACTS

Ease of sanding

Low environmental impact certified EC1

Fast

High build property

Good toning effect

Good sandability

Two component waterborne finish

5 Lt
+
0,5 Lt

5 Lt

Two component waterborne sealer featuring a high level
insulating capacity, excellent coverage, good sandability
and ease of application. The most important feature of this
sealer is that it minimizes problems of overlapping. AQUA
TENAX has been formulated to give a pleasant shade to the
wood without causing unwanted changes to the colour of
those woods rich in tannin and other water soluble staining
substances (oak, teak…). For this reason, it is recommended
especially for difficult woods such as IPE LAPACHO when
browning or reddening would be undesirable. Thanks to
its high level of solid content, AQUA TENAX can be used
in combination with the two component finishes in the
INNOVATION range, to carry out two coat finishing cycles.

QUICK FACTS

Aqua Play 2

Single component waterborne finish featuring considerable
ease of application and an excellent flow resulting in
floors with an impeccable appearance. Thanks to the S-XL
technology, AQUAPLAY 1 has a good resistance to abrasion,
scratching, scuff marks as well as a chemical resistance
equal to two component systems. If it is also used as a sealer,
it confers a particularly warm tone to the wood.

Two component waterborne finish featuring considerable
ease of application with excellent flow resulting in floors
with an impeccable appearance. The excellent mechanical
resistance (to abrasion, scratching and scuff marks) and
chemical resistance enable the product to be used in all
those situations requiring a high quality finish. If it is also used
as a sealer, it confers a particularly warm tone to the wood.

QUICK FACTS

QUICK FACTS

Great ease of application

Considerable ease of application

Good mechanical and chemical resistance

Excellent flow

Toning effect (if applied directly on the wood)

Excellent mechanical and chemical resistance
Toning effect (if applied directly on the wood)

Low emission
Minimizes overlapping
Ideal for 2 coat cycles
TECHNICAL NOTES

TECHNICAL NOTES
TECHNICAL NOTES
Dry for sanding (hours)
Overcoating without sanding
(hours)
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TECHNICAL NOTES
2

Catalysis ratio (vol/vol)

within 2
(dry to the touch)

Dry for sanding (hours)
Overcoating without sanding (hours)

Dry for sanding (hours)
5:1
12
After 3,
within 6

Overcoating without sanding (hours)

4

Catalysis ratio (vol/vol)

10:1

After 1,
within 3

Dry for sanding (hours)

16

Overcoating without sanding (hours)

After 3,
within 5

Degree of gloss AQUA PLAY 1 X-MATT (gloss)

10

Degree of gloss AQUA PLAY 1 30 (gloss)

30

Degree of gloss AQUA PLAY 2 X-MATT (gloss)

10

Degree of gloss AQUA PLAY 1 60 (gloss)

60

Degree of gloss AQUA PLAY 2 30 (gloss)

30

Degree of gloss AQUA PLAY 1 90 (gloss)

90

Degree of gloss AQUA PLAY 2 60 (gloss)

60
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Up-Grade

Dom

Shader for waterborne systems

Sanit-Action Finish

Single component waterborne
finish for household use

Two-component water-based finish for
wood floors with sanitizing action.

5 Lt
+
0,5 Lt

5 Lt

0,05 Lt

Vermeister UP-GRADE is a special pre-dosed shader that
can be added to any Vermeister waterborne products,
sealer or top coat, single or two component, to lighten or
darken the original color of the wood, eliminating unpleasant
colour changes. Especially for oak and, in general, for all
light coloured woods, UP-GRADE in its white version tends
to neutralise yellowing and excess shading due to water
soluble extractives naturally present in the wood. Each coat
increases the toning effect and it is advisable to carry out
a preliminary test to verify the final look. Available in the
following shades: WHITE, GREY, BLACK, AMBER.

Single component waterborne finish for household use.
DOM features considerable ease of application and excellent
levelling properties which make it easy to spread. DOM has
good resistance to abrasion, scratching and scuff marks and
excellent chemical resistance, characteristics which make it
the most competitive choice.

QUICK FACTS

QUICK FACTS

Enhance the naturalness of the wood

Considerable ease of application

Neutralize yellowing and eliminate undesired changes
of colour

Excellent chemical resistance

Polyurethane two-component water-based finish, formulated
with the latest generation of nanoparticle additives which,
in direct contact with water, release positively charged ions
generating a lasting and impenetrable sanitizing barrier on
the wood floor. As the result of a constant and controlled
release of cations, SANIT-ACTION FINISH performs a longlasting protective action against germs and bacteria, it
complies with the standard according to ISO 22196:2011
and is recommended in all those places where enduring
protection is required against bacterial agents.
Added to these characteristics, SANIT-ACTION FINISH
also offers unmatchable qualities of resistance to abrasion,
rubber marks and chemical agents making it an ideal product
for environments with heavy traffic (hair salons, shops, public
areas, etc.).
QUICK FACTS
Lasting and impenetrable sanitizing barrier
Enduring protection against germs, bacteria and viruses
Extraordinary chemical and mechanical resistance

Excellent quality/price ratio

Regulate the intensity according to the number of coats
applied

Ideal product for environments with heavy traffic

Versatile and suitable for all waterborne products
(sealers and/or finishes)

TECHNICAL NOTES

Easy to use
Low environmental impact

Catalysis ratio (vol/vol)

10:1

Dry for sanding (hours)

12/16

Overcoating without sanding (hours)
TECHNICAL NOTES

TECHNICAL NOTES

Quantity per can of sealer or finish* (ml)
*1 bottle for every 5 litre can

50

Stability and storage (in original, unopened
containers stored in a cool, dry place) (months)

12

Standard packaging (Lt)
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0,05

Dry for sanding (hours)
Overcoating without sanding (hours)

4
After 1, within 3

Degree of gloss DOM X-MATT (gloss)

10

Degree of gloss DOM 30 (gloss)

30

Degree of gloos DOM 60 (gloss)

60

After 3 or
within 5

Degree of gloss (gloss)

10

Degree of gloss (gloss)

30

Degree of gloss (gloss)

60
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W.OIL

How to combine the charm of tradition with the requirements of our times, how
to offer the working methods of times past without forgoing the performance of
modern-day technology.
The solution to this challenge began by seeking out traditional work methods, in
which the finishing products based on vegetable oils played a key role.
Today the W.OIL range offers a modern version of these treatments.
Starting from natural raw materials and selecting each single component of the formulas, bearing in mind the impact on the environment and on man, today we are
able to offer a range of highly effective products.
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The natural oils applied in the past allow us to bring out all the charm of the wood
while the Vermeister technology does all the rest: the W.OIL products penetrate
into the wood, preserving and making it water repellent while quickly restoring all its qualities. The W.OIL range is easy to use, easy to clean and is also
suitable for application in plants producing pre-oiled wood floors.
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Pro.Oil

Fix.Oil

Protective base coat oil

Clean.Oil

Highly resistant finishing oil

3 Lt

Detergent for oil treated wood floors
(additional maintenance)

3 Lt

1 Lt

Soap.Oil

Soap for oil treated wood floors
(routine maintenance)

1 Lt

Product based on vegetable oils formulated to protect wood
floors. It penetrates deep down, bringing out the characteristic smoothness and warmth of wood, while highlighting the
grain. Available in the neutral version (Pro.Oil) and coloured
version (Pro.Oil Color– see the Vermeister colour chart).

Finishing treatment based on natural oils and waxes for wood
floors. Applied after the protective primer Pro.Oil or Pro.Oil
Color it protects the wood from water and other substances
in daily use (coffee, alcohol…), preventing permanent
staining. Use of Fix.Oil increases the resistance to abrasion
of oiled floors.

A strong detergent designed specifically for a thorough
cleaning of wood floors treated with oils from the W.Oil
range. It is also ideal for removing old layers of maintenance
products (soaps, waxes, etc.). The perfect balance of
components ensures in-depth cleaning without attacking or
damaging the wood fibres which, having been treated with
natural oils, require particular care and attention.

A natural, nourishing detergent for cleaning and maintaining
wood floors with oils from the W.Oil range. This product is
based on real coconut soap, the most sought-after natural
detergent. It cleans and nourishes the wood fibres giving the
floor a particularly uniform and matt appearance. Do not use
on coated floors.

TECHNICAL NOTES

TECHNICAL NOTES

TECHNICAL NOTES

TECHNICAL NOTES

Application method
Average coverage per coat (g/m2)
Max. interval before polishing (min.)

Roller, Brush, Pad
30/50
5/15

Application method
Average coverage per coat (g/m2)
Max. interval before polishing (min.)

Roller, Brush, Pad
30/50
5/15

Dilution in water for additional
cleaning
Application method

2-3% (approx. 1 capful for
every 2 litres of water)
Cotton cloth,
Vermeister Mop

Dilution in water for routine
cleaning
Application method
Recommended frequency of use
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5% (approx. 1 capful for
every litre of water)
Cotton cloth,
Vermeister Mop
Once-twice a week
(indoors) Once every 1-2
months (outdoors)
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Color.Oil

Ceradura Hardwax-oil

Oil wood stain

Ceradura Hardwax-color

Oil-wax for treating wood floors

1 Lt

Pigmented oil-wax for wood floors

3 Lt

1 Lt

The natural CERADURA Hardwax-oil treatment is a balanced
blend of oils and hard waxes that provides wood floors with
an effective and long-lasting protection against scratches
and staining. One of the most outstanding features of this
particular product is the “spot retouch” characteristic that
allows localized repairs to be carried out without having
to undertake demanding sanding work over the whole
surface. Thanks to its in-depth penetration and fast drying
time, CERADURA Hardwax-oil provides the wood with a
high level of protection, guaranteeing a surface that remains
resistant to dirt for a long time without altering the vital
natural transpiration properties of the wood. Unlike the usual
oiled floors, the surfaces treated with CERADURA Hardwaxoil are easy to clean and maintain. CERADURA Hardwax-oil
guarantees a high standard of comfort living and contributes
to daily well-being combining the value of the look with the
natural qualities of the raw materials.

CERADURA HARDWAX-COLOR is a pigmented blend of
natural oils and waxes to stain wood floors. Easy to use, it
stains the floor evenly in just one coat, highlighting the grain
of the wood and for this reason, although it is suitable for
all species of wood, it is recommended for use especially
on wide grain woods such as oak, larch, chestnut, etc..
CERADURA HARDWAX-COLOR can be applied with a
roller for an opaque effect or with a ragging technique for
a pickled finish and always requires a protective coat of
CERADURA HARDWAX-OIL. Available in various shades
that can be mixed together in any proportion to achieve
a practically infinite range of colours (see the Vermeister
colour chart). The low level odour and the absence of any
hazardous additives such as cobalt and ketoxime guarantee
that floors treated with CERADURA HARDWAX-COLOR offer
a high level of home comfort.

QUICK FACTS

QUICK FACTS

QUICK FACTS

Easy to use

Easy to use

Easy to use

Available in various shades that can be blended together

Fast: 1 or 2 coats (6/8 hours between the 2 coats)

Suitable also for “wood cover effect”

Possibility of invisible touch ups

Invisible retouch

Invisible retouch

Low odour

Low odour

Low odour

No hazard symbols

No hazard symbols

No hazard symbols

Highly resistant to scratches and chemical agents

Available in a wide range of colours

TECHNICAL NOTES

TECHNICAL NOTES

Application method
Average coverage per coat (g/m2)
Interval before polishing (min.)
Interval before coating with
fixative without sanding (hours)

Roller, Brush, Pad

Application method

30/50

Average coverage per coat (g/m2)

30/50

5/10

Max. interval before polishing (min)
(optional)

5/10

Minimum 16

Overcoating (hours)
Degree of gloss (gloss)
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Roller, Brush, Pad

6/8

Application method
Average coverage per coat (g/m2)
Max. interval before polishing (min.)
(not for “wood cover effect”)
Overcoating (hours)

Maintenance oil for oil treated wood
floors (additional maintenance)

1 Lt

Stain based on modified vegetable oils designed to colour
indoor wood floors. Easy to use, it stains wood floors evenly.
Suitable for all types of wood, although it produces the best
results and is recommended for this use on large grain
woods such as oak, larch, chestnut, etc. COLOR.OIL can be
overcoated with FIX.OIL, waterborne finishes or oil modified
finishes. Available in various shades that can be blended
together in any proportion, making the range of colours
practically limitless.

TECHNICAL NOTES

Life.Oil

Maintenance oil for use on wood floors treated with FIX.
OIL. Formulated with natural oils and waxes, it protects the
wood and is used to restore worn floors to their original
appearance.

TECHNICAL NOTES
Roller, Brush, Pad
30/50
5/10
6/8

Application method

Pad

Average coverage per coat (g/m2)

30/50

Interval before polishing (min.)

10/20

Ready for traffic (hours)

2/4

10
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Deck.Oil

Deck.Oil Strong

Protective oil for outdoor use

Deck.Oil GS

High performance protective oil
for outdoor use

3 Lt

Very high performance protective oil
for outdoor use

3 Lt

3 Lt

Deck.Oil GS Color

Very high performance protective
pigmented oil for outdoor use

3 Lt

A vegetable based protective oil consisting of a balanced
blend of various oils (linen, wood, etc.) formulated specifically
for outdoor use. DECK.OIL brings out the features of softness
and warmth while enhancing the grain of the wood.

A vegetable based high performance protective oil consisting of a balanced blend of various oils (linen, wood, etc.) formulated specifically for outdoor use. DECK.OIL Strong brings
out the features of softness and warmth while enhancing the
grain of the wood.

Transparent vegetable based protective oil offering a very
high performance, DECK.OIL GS is the result of a very careful selection of various natural oils and waxes that have
been perfectly balanced and studied for outdoor application.
DECK.OIL GS, protects the wood from atmospheric agents
and, in particular, from sun rays, while leaving its natural breathability unaltered. The deep penetration into the wood, the
ease of application and restoration without requiring intermediate sanding, the exceptional resistance to water and to
UV rays all make DECK.OIL GS the ideal product for treating
any wooden item for outdoor use.

Pigmented vegetable based protective oil offering a very
high performance, DECK.OIL GS COLOR is the result of a
very careful selection of various natural oils and waxes that
have been perfectly balanced and studied for outdoor application. DECK.OIL GS COLOR protects the wood from atmospheric agents and, in particular, from sun rays, while leaving
its natural breathability unaltered. The deep penetration into
the wood, the ease of application and restoration without
requiring intermediate sanding, the exceptional resistance
to water and to UV rays all make DECK.OIL GS the ideal
product for treating any wooden item for outdoor use. It is
always advisable to apply a coat of protective DECK.OIL GS
in the neutral version on top. Available in 20 colours (see the
Vermeister colour chart).

TECHNICAL NOTES

TECHNICAL NOTES

TECHNICAL NOTES

TECHNICAL NOTES

Application method
Average coverage per coat (g/m2)
Interval before polishing (min.)
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Roller, Brush, Pad
50/80
5/10

Application method
Average coverage per coat (g/m2)
Interval before polishing (min.)

Roller, Brush, Pad
40/100
5/10

Application method
Average coverage per coat (g/m2)
Interval before polishing (min.)

Roller, Brush, Pad
40/100
5/10

Application method
Average coverage per coat (g/m2)
Interval before polishing (min.)

Roller, Brush, Pad
40/100
5/10
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Oil.Care

Deck.Reset

Maintenance product for oil treated
indoor and outdoor floors
(routine maintenance)

Pre-treatment for outdoor wood floors
and manufactured products

1 Lt

5 Lt

1 Lt

OIL.CARE is an emulsion of waxes, natural oils, modified
oils and special anti UV additives for the maintenance of
outdoor floors treated with DECK.OIL, DECK.OIL STRONG,
DECK.OIL GS, ZERO.DECK or indoor floors treated with the
W.OIL range. Cobalt and Methyl Ethyl Ketoxime-free. The oil
component of OIL.CARE restores the treatment oil that has
deteriorated due to exposure to atmospheric agents and
it penetrates into the wood providing in-depth protection,
the water repellent wax prevents water from entering the
pores in the wood, while the anti-UV additives delay the
deterioration of the lignin. OIL.CARE is also suitable for
protecting indoor oil treated wood floors and all wood
products treated with impregnation products, both indoors
and out (garden furniture, wooden partitions, beams,
fences…). Recommended particularly as a protective
treatment for WPC.

A highly effective watery solution for removing the grey patina on outdoor decking and wood products caused by the
deterioration and washing away of the lignin. Use of DECK.
RESET restores the original colour of the wood that is then
protected with DECK.OIL, DECK.OIL STRONG, DECK.OIL
GS and ZERO.DECK. DECK. RESET can be used on flooring,
garden furniture, wooden gazebos and on all wood items
located outdoors. It is recommended especially as a strong
detergent for WPC.

TECHNICAL NOTES

TECHNICAL NOTES

Application method
Dilution in water
Recommended frequency of use

Roller, Brush, Pad, Beige
Pad
20/25%
once every 1-2 months

Ready for traffic (min.)

30

Ready for traffic and for max.
performance (hours)

12
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Application method

Spray, Roller, Brush, Pad

Average coverage per coat (g/m2)

50 with spray or pad, 80
with roller or brush

Operating time for using trowels,
brushes, pads (min.)
Operating time for using a
pressure washer (min.)

10
From 10 to 20
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The freedom to choose
your own colour
and your own finish,
with total peace
of mind.

CHROMOTHERAPY

In the past, wood flooring was nearly always finished with colourless, transparent
finishes and, consequently the choice of wood species was decisive for the
chromatic effect of the finished flooring. However, over recent years, we have
witnessed important changes linked to the difficulty of obtaining raw materials, or
more precisely a variety of different wood species capable of offering a wide range
of colours.
Loyal to our commitment to assist wood floor installers with up-to-date technical
solutions, we decided to boost our offer of products for staining wood floors.
The main features of these systems are their ease of use, the certainty of the final
appearance and the low environmental impact, while providing the extraordinary
physical and chemical performance typical of Vermeister products.
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With Chromotherapy, customers can choose from a light shade effect, a wood
cover effect or for more traditional tastes, a deep-down stain effect to enhances
the wood grain. The Chromotherapy colouring systems renew the look of wood
flooring and also offer a variety of different protective treatments ranging from oil to
waterborne products according to preference. Now with Chromotherapy it is at last
possible to choose the colour and finish of the floor with absolute assurance. The
Chromotherapy colouring systems are the result of a specific commitment towards
research and advanced technology and as such are also highly recommended for
treatments prior to installation.
Completely safe both for those applying the product and for the end user, none
of the products in the Vermeister Chromotherapy range bears hazard labels as
they are non-inflammable, non-hazardous, practically odour-free and free of
harmful post-application emissions.
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Artwork

Enamel – wood cover effect
Two component waterborne
pigmented treatment

Ceradura Hardwax-color

Color.Oil

Deck.Oil GS Color

Pigmented oil-wax for wood floors

Wood grain highlighting effect
Oil wood stain

Very high performance protective
pigmented oil for outdoor use

5 Kg
+
0,5 Kg
1 Kg
+
0,1 Kg

3 Lt

Two component waterborne pigmented treatment featuring
top rate coverage, ease of application and excellent levelling. ARTWORK offers a considerable insulating capacity of
the tannins and other wood extracts and for this reason, it enables lighter shades to be achieved even on critical woods
such as chestnut and oak. With ARTWORK wood floors and
wood surfaces can be given any colour: in fact ARTWORK is
available, on request, in all RAL shades.

1 Lt

1 Lt

Stain based on modified vegetable oils designed to colour
indoor wood floors. Easy to use, it stains wood floors evenly.
Suitable for all types of wood, although it produces the best
results and is recommended for this use on large grain
woods such as oak, larch, chestnut, etc. Color.Oil can be
overcoated with Fix.Oil, waterborne finishes or oil modified
finishes. Available in various shades that can be blended
together in any proportion, making the range of colours
practically limitless.

Ceradura Hardwax-color is a pigmented blend of natural oils
and waxes to stain wood floors. Easy to use, it stains the floor
evenly in just one coat, highlighting the grain of the wood
and for this reason, although it is suitable for all species
of wood, it is recommended for use especially on wide
grain woods such as oak, larch, chestnut, etc.. Ceradura
Hardwax-color can be applied with a roller for an opaque
effect or with a ragging technique for a pickled finish and
always requires a protective coat of Ceradura Hardwax-oil.
Available in various shades that can be mixed together in any
proportion to achieve a practically infinite range of colours
(see the Vermeister colour chart). The low level odour and
the absence of any hazardous additives such as cobalt
and ketoxime guarantee that floors treated with Ceradura
Hardwax-color offer a high level of home comfort.

QUICK FACTS

QUICK FACTS

QUICK FACTS

Excellent coverage

Easy to use

Easy to use

Easy to use

Available in various shades that can be blended together

Suitable also for “wood cover effect”

Great tannin insulating capacity

Possibility of invisible touch ups

Invisible retouch

Available on request in all RAL shades

Low odour

Low odour

No hazard symbols

No hazard symbols

White

Black

Grey

Pigmented vegetable based protective oil offering a very
high performance, DECK.OIL GS COLOR is the result of a
very careful selection of various natural oils and waxes that
have been perfectly balanced and studied for outdoor application. DECK.OIL GS COLOR protects the wood from atmospheric agents and, in particular, from sun rays, while leaving
its natural breathability unaltered. The deep penetration into
the wood, the ease of application and restoration without
requiring intermediate sanding, the exceptional resistance
to water and to UV rays all make DECK.OIL GS the ideal
product for treating any wooden item for outdoor use. It is
always advisable to apply a coat of protective DECK.OIL GS
in the neutral version on top. Available in 20 colours (see the
Vermeister colour chart).

RAL
Colour

Available in a wide range of colours
TECHNICAL NOTES
Catalysis ratio (vol/vol)

10:1

Application method

Dust dry (min.)

25

Impression dry (min.)

40

Average coverage per coat (g/m2)

Completely dry (hours)

12

Overcoating (hours)

after 3, within 5

Application method

Roller, brush
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TECHNICAL NOTES

TECHNICAL NOTES

Interval before polishing (min.)

Roller, Brush, Pad
40/100
5/10

TECHNICAL NOTES

Application method

Roller, Brush, Pad

Average coverage per coat (g/m )
2

Interval before polishing (min.)
Interval before coating with
fixative without sanding (hours)

30/50
5/10
Minimum 16

Application method
Average coverage per coat (g/m2)
Max. interval before polishing (min.)
(not for “wood cover effect”)
Overcoating (hours)

Roller, Brush, Pad
30/50
5/10
6/8
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READY TO GO | Ready-to-use coloured bases

PRO.OIL Protective base coat oil - COLOR.OIL Oil wood stain - DECK.OIL GS Very high performance protective oil for outdoor use
CERADURA HARDWAX-COLOR Pigmented oil-Wax for treating wood floors

PRO.OIL Protective base coat oil - COLOR.OIL Oil wood stain - DECK.OIL GS Very high performance protective oil for outdoor use
CERADURA HARDWAX-COLOR Pigmented oil-Wax for treating wood floors

Amber

Antiqua

White

Chestnut

3 Cherry + 1 White

4 Havana + 1 Oceana
+ 1 Wengè

3 Cherry + 1 White
+ 1 Light Walnut

4 Antique Walnut + 1 White

Cherry

Grey Dolphin

Grey

Havana

2 Havana + 1 White

1 Havana + 1 Amber

1 Havana + 1 Antiqua

3 Havana + 1 White
+ 1 Cherry

Natura

Black

Antique Walnut

Light Walnut

1 Supernatural + 1 Havana

3 Natura + 1 Black

1 Chestnut + 1 Supernatural
+ 1 Natura

1 Grey + 1 Smokey

Oceana

Platinum

Antique Oak

Smokey

1 Havana + 1 Wengè

2 Amber + 2 Chestnut
+ 1 Natura

1 Havana + 1 Chestnut

3 Oceana + 1 Black

Stone

Supernatural

Teak

Wengè

3 Platinum + 1 Natura

4 Havana + 1 Wengè

6 Natura + 1 Black

3 Light Walnut + 1 White

ATTENTION: FOR THE FINISH OF THE ABOVE-MENTIONED PRODUCTS, PLEASE REFER TO THE RELEVANT TECHNICAL DATA
SHEETS! The Vermeister Chromotherapy system is based on very high quality pigments that confer an extremely natural, UV stable
shade to the wood.
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DO IT YOURSELF | Find the most suitable colour for your needs

NOTE: The images are given as a guideline only, the printed colours may vary slightly to the actual colours and to the final results of
the work which are influenced by the type of wood and the sanding operations. We always suggest preparing a preliminary sample
on the type of wood to be used.
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compactness,
flatness

moisture
content

thickness,
cleanliness

UNDERWOOD

Range of products for laying wood floors.
The correct laying of a wood flooring begins with the preparation of the floor screed.
Particular attention must be paid to some factors such as the compactness,
flatness, thickness, cleanliness and above all the moisture content.
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The Underwood range of products offers everything necessary for what lies
“under” the wood flooring in order to deal with and solve any fitting needs or preliminary treatments with absolute peace of mind.
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Primer SF

Primer UR 50

Single component polyurethane
solvent-free primer

Single component polyurethane primer

12 Kg

Primer EPO 2

Primer EPO 3

Two component epoxy primer

Three component epoxy primer

5 Lt
+
2,5 Lt

10 Lt

5 Kg
(A+B+C)

MDI

Single component polyurethane moisture-cure primer
that is water and solvent-free for treating subfloors before
laying wood floors. The low level viscosity and the excellent
penetration make it ideal for strengthening and waterproofing
concrete and anhydrite screeds with a high level of moisture
up to a maximum of 5% M.C. (up to 2.8% M.C. with just one
coat). It is recommended especially for screeds with builtin heating. Moreover, the absence of solvents makes it safe
for transportation and storage (non flammable product) and
when applied (odourless, it can also be used in the vicinity of
rooms that are in use). Compared with products containing
water, PRIMER SF offers a much higher coverage and does
not increase the humidity of the screed.

Single component polyurethane moisture-cure MDI-free
primer for treating subfloors. The main characteristic of
this product is its versatility. In fact it can be used to restore
uneven concrete subfloors, to treat crumbly screeds, to
accelerate laying times in the case of subfloors with a high
level of residual humidity (up to a maximum of 5% M.C.) and
as a binder for the preparation of synthetic mortars for fast
repairs.

Two component water and solvent-free epoxy primer for
treating subfloors. It can be used to treat crumbly screeds
or screeds with a high level of residual humidity up to a
maximum of 5% M.C., as well as being suitable as a binder
for the preparation of synthetic mortar for quick repairs.

Three component waterborne epoxy primer for dampproofing concrete subfloors and old pre-existing floors
(ceramic tiles, stoneware, marble, etc.).

QUICK FACTS

QUICK FACTS

QUICK FACTS

QUICK FACTS

Low environmental impact certified EC1

MDI-free

Very high resistance to humidity (≤ 5% M.C.)

Suitable for non-absorbing surfaces

Solvent-free

Extremely versatile

Solvent-free

Very high resistance to humidity (≤ 5% M.C.)

Very high resistance to humidity (≤ 5% M.C.)

Ideal for rooms with little ventilation and/or those in use

TECHNICAL NOTES

TECHNICAL NOTES

Performance certified by an external independent authority
Low level viscosity for deeper penetration
Absence of oiliness on the surface for a perfect adhesion of
the adhesive

TECHNICAL NOTES
Completely dry (hours)

24

Average coverage per coat (g/m )
2

Calculated VOC (g/lt)

150/250
0

Completely dry (hours)

24

Average coverage per coat (g/m )
2

150/250

2:1

Catalysis ratio (vol/vol)

Pot Life at a room temperature of 10°C (min.)

35

Duration of the mixture (hours)

Pot Life at a room temperature of 20°C (min.)

28

Overcoating (hours)

Pot Life at a room temperature of 30°C (min.)

15

Average coverage per coat (g/m )

Catalysis ratio (vol/vol)

Overcoating (hours)
Completely dry (hours)
Average coverage per coat (g/m2)
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TECHNICAL NOTES
2:1:2
1
4-12
2

400/500

5-16
24/48
150/250
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Primacril

Primer K

Acrylic primer in a watery solution

10 Lt

Primer NP

Silicate based primer

Fetless

Nanostructured acrylic primer

Adhesion improver

5 Lt

10 Lt

25 Kg

1 Lt

Product based on acrylic resins in a watery dispersion specially formulated to strengthen flaking or crumbly subfloors.

Product based on silicates in a watery solution specially
formulated for strengthening concrete subfloors and crumbly
or flaking cement plastering.

Single component nanostructured acrylic primer in watery
dispersion. PRIMER NP guarantees a high level of penetration in any substrate, even those with little absorption and
is ideal as a dust remover and strengthener for cement surfaces, for smoothing cementitious floors, anhydrite screeds
and similar. Entirely solvent-free and without any hazard or
danger labels or symbols, it is ideal for subfloors with inbuilt
heating and/or cooling. It enables subsequent gluing with
single or two component reactive adhesives.

A solvent and compound based product for improving the
adhesion of two-component adhesives on enamelled or
glazed surfaces such as: marble, ceramic and terrazzo tiles,
etc.

QUICK FACTS

QUICK FACTS

QUICK FACTS

QUICK FACTS

Eliminates dust

Solvent-free

Excellent antidust action

Suitable for diluting Vermeister epoxy polyurethane adhesives

Ideal for rooms with little ventilation and/or those in use

High level penetration

Quick drying

Suitable for diluting Primer EPO 2

Adhesion improver for smoothing cement

High strengthening power

Suitable for subsequent gluing with single or two component
reactive adhesives

It improves adhesion to more difficult surfaces quite
considerably.

TECHNICAL NOTES

TECHNICAL NOTES

Average coverage per coat (g/m )
2

100/250

TECHNICAL NOTES

Average coverage per coat (g/m )
2

500-1500

Completely dry (hours)
Method of application
Average coverage per coat (g/m2)
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3
Roller, brush

TECHNICAL NOTES
Average coverage per coat (g/m2)

30/50

100/200
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Rasoself

Sabbia di quarzo

Pre-mixed self-levelling,
reinforced cement

Revin X

Fine quartz sand

Revin LL

Single component vinyl adhesive

Single component vinyl adhesive

25 Kg

25 Kg

10 Kg

25 Kg

Pre-mixed, self-levelling, fibre-reinforced cement that sets
quickly for smoothing uneven horizontal subfloors and for
laying wood floors, carpet, rubber, PVC, ceramic tiles and
natural stone quickly. It can be used to create thicknesses up
to 40 mm in just one coat leading to a considerable saving
in time while being simple to use. RASOSELF makes any
new or pre-existing concrete screed perfectly flat correcting
differences of thickness from 3 to 40 mm in just one coat.
RASOSELF can be used in houses, factories as well as in
places subject to heavy traffic, both indoors and out, on
cement subfloors and poured or ready mixed concrete
subfloors.

10 Kg

Quartz sand with a controlled particle size, perfectly washed
and dried.

Single component adhesive in dispersion with a low water
content for gluing wood floors including those of medium
sized floorboards with a thickness of 14/17 mm on concrete
subfloors with a moisture content of 2% or less or on other
absorbing subfloors. The floors glued with REVIN X have
excellent bonding, adhesion and permanent elasticity.

Transparent vinyl adhesive in a watery dispersion suitable for
gluing the heads of solid wood flooring without interlocking
to reduce “sliding” during the laying phases. Compared with
traditional vinyl adhesives, this product offers the undoubted
advantage of being completely transparent after drying. It is
also recommended as a highly resistant adhesive for gluing
wood profiles and all wooden materials in general.

QUICK FACTS

QUICK FACTS

QUICK FACTS

Suitable for the preparation of synthetic mortar

Excellent bonding, adhesion and permanent elasticity

Ideal for gluing the heads of wood floor
Transparent after hardening

Suitable for sprinkling to improve adhesion

High mechanical resistance

Ratio for use (litres of water per bag)
Pot-life (min)
Hardening time (min.)
Ready for traffic (hours)

6
30/40
60
3

Interval before laying (always check the moisture with
a carbide hygrometer before laying the floor) (hours)

24

Average coverage (kg/mq-mm of thickness)

1.6
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Particle size (mm)

TECHNICAL NOTES

TECHNICAL NOTES

TECHNICAL NOTES

TECHNICAL NOTES

0,1/0,35

Open time (min.)
Ready for traffic (hours)
Interval before sanding (days) 3
Average coverage (g/m2)

10/15

Open time (min.)

8/12

6
Minimum 18
600/900
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Repox

Monosil

Two component epoxy
polyurethane adhesive

Monosil P

Single component silane-terminated
adhesive

10 Kg
(9 + 1)

Single component silane-terminated
adhesive for laying pre-finished
multi-layer wood floors

Monosil
600ml

12 Kg

Revin B3

Class D3 single component adhesive

0,5 Kg

12 Kg

RULE 1168
COMPLIANT

RULE 1168
COMPLIANT

The latest generation of two component epoxy polyurethane
adhesive for gluing wood floors of any size on cement
subfloors, even heated ones, and non-absorbing subfloors
(ceramic tiles, stoneware, marble, etc.) and ideal for laying
solid,engineered and planks wood floors. A real evolution:
REPOX asserts itself in a new version with an improved
rheology making it easier to spread and leading to a perfect
ridge height. REPOX is outstanding for the fact that it is
almost insensitive to changes in temperature (seasonality),
completely odourless both before and after mixing and
offers excellent hold and wettability under any environmental
condition. The high coefficient of elasticity after hardening
completes the features of the REPOX revolutionary adhesive
together with its unbeatable characteristics of adhesion and
toughness.

Single component silane-terminated moisture-cure adhesive. MONOSIL does not contain water, solvents, isocyanates, epoxy or amino compounds or heavy metals (tin)
and consequently does not bear any health or risk warnings
or symbols. MONOSIL has excellent adhesion characteristics on all subfloors as well as permanent elasticity. These
characteristics make it the ideal adhesive for laying engineered and traditional solid wood floors of average size on
all subfloors, with or without underfloor heating. MONOSIL
does not harm the coating of pre-finished wood floors and
for this reason does not leave any marks; other features of
this adhesive are the ease with which it can be worked, the
high level coverage, resistance to water and the capacity
to absorb sound leading to a considerable improvement in
the comfort of the environment with regard to noise levels.
Being certified EMICODE EC1PLUS, MONOSIL may apply
for the awarding of the EQ credit for Indoor Environmental
Quality – Low-Emitting Materials of the new international
certification standard LEED v4.

Single component silane-terminated moisture-cure adhesive. MONOSIL P does not contain water, solvents, isocyanates, epoxy or amino compounds or heavy metals (tin) and
consequently does not bear any health or risk warnings or
symbols. MONOSIL P have been specifically designed for
laying pre-finished multi-layer wood floors on all subfloors,
with or without underfloor heating. Its special formulation
also does not appear to be aggressive therefore MONOSIL P does not harm the coating of pre-finished wood floors
and for this reason does not leave any marks. Being certified EMICODE EC1PLUS, MONOSIL P may apply for the
awarding of the EQ credit for Indoor Environmental Quality
– Low-Emitting Materials of the new international certification standard LEED v4.

Single component adhesive in a watery dispersion for gluing
engineered wood floors and floating laminate floors. When
dry, the bonding achieves D3 class resistance to water (according to EN 204).

QUICK FACTS

QUICK FACTS

QUICK FACTS

QUICK FACTS

Solvent content < 2%

Low environmental impact certified EC1 PLUS

No thickness swelling

Easy to clean

Very good reactivity even at low temperatures

No hazard label

Not aggressive on prefinished wood floor coatings

Resistant to water in class D3 (EN 204)

Insensitive to changes in temperature (seasonality) –
constant viscosity

Excellent coverage

Easy to clean from floors and hands

Ready to use

Excellent spreadability

No hazard labelling

Considerably reduced odour of component B

Perfect ridge height

Proven stability over time

Excellent coverage

High sound absorbing capacity

Reliability in compliance with standard UNI EN 14293:200

Excellent spreadability

Available in a sausage pack version - Monosil 600

Superior coverage

TECHNICAL NOTES

TECHNICAL NOTES
Open time (max. registration time) (min.)

Perfect ridge height
TECHNICAL NOTES
Pot-life (hours)

2

Open time (max. registration time) (min.)

Open time (hours)

1

Open time (time for the formation of the surface
skin) (min.)

Ready for traffic (hours)
Interval before sanding (days) 3
Average coverage (g/m2)

24/48
3
900-1400

Ready for traffic (hours)
Interval before sanding (days) 3
Average coverage (g/m2)
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45-60
120-150
24
5
800-1000

TECHNICAL NOTES

Open time (time for the formation of the surface
skin) (min.)
Ready for traffic (hours)

45-60

Open time (min.) 8/12

8/12

120-150
24

Complete hardening (days)
Average coverage (g/m )
2

3
800-1000
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Polifoam

Quick stop

Expanding polyurethane resin

Gap Filler

Waterborne quick setting adhesive

0,5 Kg

Coloured acrylic sealer

310 Ml

310 Ml

Single component expanding polyurethane moisturecure resin that is SOLVENT-FREE for gluing planks that
are not perfectly anchored to the subfloor. The expansion
characteristic of the product enables it to penetrate inside all
the cavities between the screed and the wood leading to a
strong, lasting bond and eliminating any annoying “hollow”
sound.

QUICK STOP is a single component waterborne adhesive for
gluing operations requiring an immediate and very firm setting. It is ideal for gluing vertical skirting, beading etc. as long
as one of the two surfaces is absorbent. QUICK STOP sets
very well on concrete, stone, brickwork, ceramic tiles, wood
and polystyrene. QUICK STOP glues with a very strong, long
lasting hold. It features a high solid content, excellent thixotropy and strong initial setting.

GAP FILLER is an acrylic sealant in a solvent-free watery dispersion for wood and laminate floors. Available in the colours WHITE, MAPLE, OAK, DOUSSIÉ, MEDIUM WALNUT,
DARK WALNUT.

White

Maple

Doussié

Medium
walnut

Dark
walnut

Oak

QUICK FACTS

QUICK FACTS

QUICK FACTS

Strong expansion

Ideal for vertical gluing

Very elastic

Fast hardening

Strong initial setting

Suitable for filling expansion joints

High mechanical resistance

High mechanical resistance

Suitable for gluing skirting boards
Can be sanded and overcoated
Removable with water when still wet

Open time (min.)

8/12

Open time (min.)
Completely hard (hours)
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TECHNICAL NOTES

TECHNICAL NOTES

TECHNICAL NOTES

15/20
24

Open time (min.)

10-20

Flexibility

7%

Overcoating (hours)

4-6
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technical
performance

SPORT & FIREFIGHTING

Sports floors like those in public areas must often comply with very specific requirements
in terms of finishes and technical performance. Standard EN 14904 is the European
reference standard that sets out the technical performance requirements that sports
floors must satisfy. Particular attention is also given to the treatment of the wood floors
and specifically with regard to: Friction (or the non-slip properties), Resistance to wear,
Mirror finish and the Reaction to fire classification. The Vermeister products in the
“Sport & Firefighting” range provide the answer to all the standard requirements as
well as the various technical needs for this complex type of flooring.

OFFICIALLY APPROVED BY FIBA

Vermeister’s “Sport & Firefighting” range of water-based products for finishing and
maintaining hardwood sports floors is APPROVED by FIBA (the International
Basketball Federation), the governing body of basketball wordlwide. The range
satisfies all the regulatory requirements as well as the technical needs of this
complex type of flooring.

In the case of the need for a reaction to fire, the pre-finished coating must be tested
and classified according to the requirements of the standard EN 13501-1 and the
resulting class and sub-class must be declared. In those cases in which the floors
are coated during work in progress, products must be used that are approved
according to the regulations in force, following the relevant procedures.
The products in the “Sport and Firefighting” range not only satisfy all technical
requirements and standards, but they are also simple to use, provide reliable
results and are ready to be applied in more demanding conditions and on large
surfaces. In other words, both safety and appearance are guaranteed.
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Master Fire

Aqua Tenax Sport

Class 1 fireproof finish

Two component waterborne sealer
specifically designed for sports flooring

5 Lt
+
5 Lt

5 Lt
+
1 Lt

Idro 2K Sport

Two component waterborne finish
specifically designed for sports flooring

5 Lt
+
1 Lt

SPORT
EN 14904

Tenax FR - Idro 2K FR
Class 1 fireproof finish

5 + 0.5 Lt
Idro 2K
FR

5 + 5 Lt
Tenax FR

SPORT
EN 14904

Two component fireproof finish recommended for treating
wood surfaces to which, in accordance with the Italian
Ministerial Decree of 6th March 1992, it confers class 1 (one)
reaction to fire.

Two component waterborne sealer featuring a high insulating capacity, excellent coverage, good sandability and
ease of application on large surfaces. AQUA TENAX SPORT
has been formulated specifically to guarantee the adhesion
of coloured areas, markings and the subsequent finish on
pre-finished floors.

Two component waterborne fireproof finish recommended
for treating wood surfaces to which, in accordance with the
Italian Ministerial Decree of 6th March 1992, it confers class 2
(two) reaction to fire. In accordance with European standard
EN 13501-1:2007, IDRO 2K SPORT has also been awarded
the Cfl-s1 fire resistance classification which is valid for all
wood based supports used for flooring. IDRO 2K SPORT
provides wood floors with a level of resistance to wear, to
sliding and a mirror finish that make it suitable for application
on surfaces used for sports purposes in compliance with
the specifications provided by the European standard EN
14904:2006.

Fireproof cycle consisting of a two component solvent based
sealer (TENAX FR) and a two component waterborne finish
(IDRO 2K FR). This cycle is recommended for treating wood
surfaces to which, in accordance with the Italian Ministerial
Decree of 6th March 1992, if it is applied according to the
indications given in the technical data chart, it confers class
1 (one) reaction to fire. As established by the decree of 16th
February 2009 which modifies and extends the Ministerial
Decree of 15th March 2005, the wood floors finished with
this cycle can be used where the Cfl – S1 reaction to fire is
required (public areas including exit routes).

QUICK FACTS

QUICK FACTS

QUICK FACTS

QUICK FACTS

Very easy to apply

APPROVED BY FIBA

APPROVED BY FIBA

Very easy to apply

Resistant to chemical products

Very easy to apply

Very easy to apply

Standard approved class 1 resistance to fire

Standard approved Class 1 reaction to fire

Complies to standard EN 14904 – for sports flooring

Standard approved Class 2 resistance to fire

Extraordinary chemical and mechanical resistance

Extraordinary chemical and mechanical resistance

EC Cfl-s1 fire resistance classification

Low environmental impact

Complies with standard EN 14904 – sports flooring

Available in three different glosses

Extraordinary chemical and mechanical resistance

TECHNICAL NOTES | Tenax FR
Dry for sanding (hours)

16

Coverage per coat (g/m )
2

TECHNICAL NOTES
Catalysis ratio (vol/vol)
Degree of gloss
Completely dry (hours)
Coverage per coat (g/m2)
* 3 coats are required

TECHNICAL NOTES

TECHNICAL NOTES

1:1

Catalysis ratio (vol/vol)

5:1

Catalysis ratio (vol/vol)

5:1

Degree of gloss - 2K FR (gloss)

10

80

Completely dry (hours)

12

Degree of gloss

20

Degree of gloss - 2K EXPORT FR (gloss)

30

24 /48

Dry for sanding (hours)

12

Dry for sanding (hours)

12

Degree of gloss - 2K SAT FR (gloss)

50

After 3,
within 5

Overcoating without sanding (hours)

150*

Overcoating without sanding (hours)

After 3,
within 6

Overcoating without sanding (hours)
Coverage per coat (g/m2)
* Cfl-s1 = 3 coats are required (300)
* Class 2 = 2 coats are required (240)
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120

TECHNICAL NOTES | Idro 2K FR

100*

Completely dry (hours)
Coverage per coat (g/m2)

12
After 3, within 5
100*

*2 coats are required
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Color Sport

Two component waterborne coloured
treatment, specifically for sports flooring

Anti-slip Cleaner

Self-polishing anti-slip cleaner
specifically designed for the maintenance
of coated wood floors used for sport

5 Kg
+
0,5 Kg
1 Kg
+
0,1 Kg

5 Lt

SPORT
EN 14904

1 Lt

SPORT
EN 14904

Two component waterborne coloured treatment featuring
excellent coverage, ease of application and excellent dilation for marking lines and games areas on sports floors. All
the RAL shades can be created with COLOR SPORT.

Self-polishing, non-slip, fragranced, waterborne emulsion.
ANTISLIP CLEANER has a multi-purpose protective action
because apart from being non-slip, it increases the resistance to abrasion, it protects against sunlight (ANTI-UV) and it
revives and restores worn floors. It can be used to clean and
protect all types of wood floor.

QUICK FACTS

QUICK FACTS

APPROVED BY FIBA

APPROVED BY FIBA

Excellent coverage

Anti-slip certificate

Easy to use
Available in all the RAL shades of colour
Complies with standard EN 14904 – sports floors
TECHNICAL NOTES

TECHNICAL NOTES
Mixing ratio (vol/vol)
Overcoating without sanding (hours)
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10:1
After 3,
within 5

Application method

Cotton cloth, Vermeister Mop

Recommended
frequency

According to the traffic but on
average once a month
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Lega Stucco
Binder for fillers

10 Lt

Single component binder with a nitrocellulose base and
other resins for the preparation of fillers for sealing wood
floors.

QUICK FACTS
Considerable plasticity
Considerable adherence
Suitable even for large cracks

TECHNICAL NOTES

Lega Stucco Plus

EXPERIENCE

Our experience in chemistry applied to wood flooring started from here.
Experience is our range of traditional solvent-based products that are safe, fully
tested and have been updated over time in compliance with the regulations in force.

RESEARCH
SINCE 1975

Completely dry (min.)

30

Overcoating (min.)

30

Super Tenax

Low odour binder for fillers

Two component polyurethane sealer
10 Lt
+
10 Lt

10 Lt

Single component solvent based binder for preparing fillers
for sealing wood floors.

Sandable polyurethane sealer with exceptional mechanical
qualities and high build. Suitable for extremely fast work
cycles that can be completed with just 2 coats (one of SUPER
TENAX and one finishing coat).

QUICK FACTS

QUICK FACTS

Low odour

High build level

Long workability

Ideal for 2 coat cycles

Excellent coverage

Fast drying

Suitable for smoothing and sealing large cracks and/or
knots

TECHNICAL NOTES
Catalysis ratio (vol/vol)

TECHNICAL NOTES

Dry for sanding (hours)

4

Completely dry (min.)

35

Pot-life (ore)

3

Overcoating (min.)

35

Overcoating (hours)

4

Overcoating for maximum performance (hours)
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1:1

12
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Ultra Tenax

Perfect

Hp 15

Two component polyurethane sealer

Two component polyurethane finish

Single component sealer

10 Lt
+
10 Lt

Samanta Isomatt S Isomatt
Two component polyurethane finish

5 Lt
+
5 Lt

10 Lt

5 + 5 Lt
Samanta

5 + 5 Lt
Isomatt S

5 + 5 Lt
Isomatt

PERFECT offers unique characteristics such as the long open
time which leads to an ease of application typical of the solvent
based products formulated before 2007, a feature which is greatly appreciated in large rooms and in the case of application
under critical environmental conditions. PERFECT is outstanding for its minimum tendency to show impurities present in the
environment and for this reason it creates dimple-free finishes.

Two component polyurethane finish featuring great ease of
application, long workability and uniformity of finish. All these
characteristics make it suitable as a finishing coat even in hot
weather when a longer lapmark time is required.

Fast drying

QUICK FACTS

QUICK FACTS

Effective pore closure

Low odour

High solid content

Makes subsequent coats of paint uniform and limits their
absorption

Long open time

High mechanical resistance

Very high resistance to abrasion

Extremely easy to apply

Excellent resistance to water and common cleaning products

Easy to sand

Considerable water repellent action

Very low tendency to show dimpling

Extremely easy to apply

TECHNICAL NOTES

TECHNICAL NOTES

Two component polyurethane sealer with a very high solid
content. Formulated specifically for minimizing the risk of
“stripping” with the consequent appearance of light patches
when used together with two component waterborne finishes.

Single component sandable sealer with nitrocellulose base.

QUICK FACTS

QUICK FACTS

High build level
Suitable for mixed cycles with two component waterborne
finishes

High mechanical resistance
Catalysis ratio (vol/vol)

1:1

Dry for sanding (hours)

6 (Recommended 16)

TECHNICAL NOTES

Completely dry (min.)

30

TECHNICAL NOTES

Overcoating (min.)

30

Catalysis ratio (vol/vol)

Pot-life (ore)

3

Degree of gloss PERFECT 30 (gloss)

Overcoating (hours)

6

Degree of gloss PERFECT 60 (gloss)

Overcoating for maximum performance (hours)

Dry for sanding (hours)

16

Flash

5 Lt

1:1

Degree of gloss SAMANTA (gloss)

95

Degree of gloss ISOMATT S (gloss)

60

60

Degree of gloss ISOMATT (gloss)

40

24/48

24/36

Single component polyurethane finish
5 Lt
Unipol

5 Lt

10 Lt

Dry for sanding (hours)

Unipol | Monosat

Single component oil modified
urethane finish

Single component sealer

1:1

30

Oil Plus

V 15

Very fast drying single component sealer

Catalysis ratio (vol/vol)

5 Lt
Monosat

Single component non-yellowing vinyl resin based sealer.
Formulated specifically so that it can also be overcoated with
single component solvent based polyurethane finishes, it is
recommended particularly for all those cycles in which the
colour change of the floor has to be limited.

Thanks to the use of innovative resins, technological additives
and special drying agents, Oil Plus enables unique abrasion
and scratch resistance characteristics to be achieved. As for
application, the product is outstanding for its ease of use and
for the long open time. OIL PLUS represents a valid alternative
to the impregnation processes as it offers excellent protection
for floors and does not require any particular maintenance
operations.

Products featuring a considerable hardness together with
good elasticity, good coverage and exceptional resistance
to abrasion which make them suitable for use even in places
subject to the heaviest traffic.

Very fast drying

QUICK FACTS

QUICK FACTS

QUICK FACTS

Effective pore closure

Fast drying

High mechanical resistance

Considerable hardness and elasticity

Makes subsequent coats of paint uniform and limits their
absorption

Effective pore closure

Extremely easy to apply

High build level

Very fast drying single component sealer with a nitrocellulose
base for wood floors. The rapid drying time makes the
product particularly suitable for fast finishing cycles. It can be
overcoated without sanding even using single component
waterborne finishes.

QUICK FACTS

Exceptional resistance to abrasion

Can be overcoated without sanding

Makes subsequent coats of paint uniform and limits their
absorption

TECHNICAL NOTES

Considerable water repellent action

Considerable water repellent action

Degree of gloss OIL PLUS X-MATT (gloss)

10

TECHNICAL NOTES

Degree of gloss OIL PLUS 30 (gloss)

30

Degree of gloss UNIPOL (gloss)

95

TECHNICAL NOTES

Degree of gloss OIL PLUS 60 (gloss)

60

Degree of gloss MONOSAT (gloss)

70

2

Dry for sanding (hours)

24

TECHNICAL NOTES
Completely dry (min.)

30

Completely dry (min.)

30

Dust free (hours)

Overcoating (min.)

30

Overcoating (min.)

30

Impression dry (hours)

3

Dry for sanding (hours)

24/48
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Cleaner

Safe Wood

Solvent for removing residue adhesive
from pre-finished wood floors
1 Lt

Diluente Extra

Protective solution

Mixture of solvents for thinning solvent
based systems (not sealers or finishes)

5 Lt

10 Lt

Diluente Plus

Mixture of solvents for thinning
impregnation systems
5 Lt

Solution of chemical substances capable of protecting wood
over time. SAFE WOOD guarantees a high level of durability
and is consequently recommended when using species of
wood with little resistance, sapwood and in all those cases in
which the floor may be more prone to alteration due to ageing.

QUICK FACTS

QUICK FACTS

QUICK FACTS

QUICK FACTS

Easy and effective removal and cleaning of stains

Ideal for wood species with little resistance, sapwood and
woods that are sensitive to changes due to ageing.

Suitable for thinning polyurethane primers and binders for
fillers

Suitable for thinning Color.Oil - Pro.Oil - Fix.Oil - Deck.Oil Deck.Oil Strong - Deck.Oil GS

It improves the flow of the binder/wood powder mixture

Suitable for cleaning and maintaining tools used with Oil Plus

Does not affect common finishes used on pre-finished
wood floors (preliminary tests are recommended)

TECHNICAL NOTES

TECHNICAL NOTES
Application method

Cotton cloth

Overcoating (hours)

24

Application method

Roller, Brush

Average coverage per coat (g/m )
2

AD 91

Anti-cissing additive for solvent based
systems

0,5 Lt

80

Solvente di lavaggio
Tool cleaning solvent

Diluente Ritardante
LOW VOC

W-Cleaner

Tool cleaning solvent

Mixture of low volatile solvents

10 Lt

5 Lt

10 Lt

An additive that improves the wettability of the sub-layer of
solvent based finishes. It is recommended when pollutants are
present on the floor.

QUICK FACTS

QUICK FACTS

QUICK FACTS

QUICK FACTS

This product eliminates or at least reduces cissing caused
by residue silicone

Effective cleaning power

Increases the open time

Does not affect the softness of the bristles or hairs on
brushes and rollers

Improves the flow of solvent based finishes

Ideal for cleaning and maintaining tools used with waterborne
products

Ideal for the first cleaning and for keeping tools used with
solvent based products in good condition

Use permitted in products subject to EC DIR. 2004/42

Recommended for solvent based sealers and finishes
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Does not increase the VOC of the coatings in which it is used

Does not affect the softness of the bristles or hairs on brushes
and rollers used with waterborne products
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Noi trattiamo solo un argomento, ma lo trattiamo bene: IL PAVIMENTO IN LEGNO.
Il pavimento in legno è un vero e proprio investimento e come tale va salvaguardato.

Detergente Neutro

Neutral detergent for coated wood floors
(routine maintenance)

1 Lt

MAINTENANCE

Idronet

Maintenance wax for coated wood floors
(routine maintenance)

1 Lt

A concentrated liquid with a powerful cleaning action and low
level foaming; recommended for cleaning various surfaces
such as coated wood floors, brickwork, marble, ceramic tiles,
etc., without rinsing.

Self-polishing fragranced water based cleaner containing
detergents and perfumed essences. IDRONET carries out
a dual action: it cleans dirt and revives the original finish
of the floor. It can be used to clean and protect all types of
coated wood floors including those finished with waterborne
products.

TECHNICAL NOTES

TECHNICAL NOTES

Vermeister dal 1975 non ha mai distolto le proprie attenzioni dal pavimento in legno per esplorare altri settori e questa concentrazione unita all’esperienza, ci
permette oggi di essere vero punto di riferimento in materia di trattamento e
di manutenzione. È infatti la corretta manutenzione, la garanzia di lunga vita
del pavimento in legno e per questa ragione abbiamo formulato una linea di
prodotti “facili da usare” e di “assoluta efficacia”, che soddisfi ogni esigenza
per qualsiasi tipo di trattamento o finitura. E mentre sui pavimenti posti all’interno
abbiamo a che fare con la polvere e con gli agenti chimici di uso comune che possono cadere a terra, su quelli posti in esterno (i più difficili da mantenere) facciamo
fronte con successo a tutti gli agenti atmosferici.
Vermeister Maintenance offre un sistema di prodotti di altissima qualità,
formulati nel massimo rispetto dell’uomo e dell’ambiente, che renderanno il tuo
pavimento in legno bello in eterno, perché in Vermeister abbiamo a cuore il tuo
investimento.

Dilution in water for routine
cleaning
Application method
Recommended frequency
of use
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2-3% (approx. capful for
every 2 litres of water)
Cotton cloth, Vermeister Mop
once-twice a week

Dilution in water for ordinary
cleaning
Application method
Recommended frequency
of use

5% (approx. 1 capful
for every litre of water)
Cotton cloth,
Vermeister Mop
once-twice a month
according to the traffic
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Clean.Oil

Detergent for oil treated wood floors
(additional maintenance)

Soap.Oil

Soap for oil treated wood floors
(ordinary maintenance)

1 Lt

1 Lt

Life.Oil

Oil.Care

Maintenance oil for oil treated wood
floors (additional maintenance)

Maintenance product for oil treated
indoor and outdoor floors
(ordinary maintenance)

1 Lt

1 Lt

A strong detergent designed specifically for a thorough
cleaning of wood floors treated with oils from the W.Oil
range, it is also ideal for removing old layers of maintenance
products (soaps, waxes, etc.). The perfect balance of components ensures in-depth cleaning without attacking or
damaging the wood fibres which, having been treated with
natural oils, require particular care and attention.

A natural, nourishing detergent for cleaning and maintaining
wood floors with with oils from the W.Oil range,. This product
is based on real coconut soap, the most sought-after natural
detergent. It cleans and nourishes the wood fibres, giving
the floor a particularly uniform and matt appearance. Do not
use on coated floors.

Maintenance oil for use on wood floors treated with FIX.OIL.
Formulated with natural oils and waxes, it protects the wood
and is used to restore worn floors to their initial appearance.

OIL.CARE is an emulsion of waxes, natural oils, modified oils
and special anti-UV additives for the maintenance of outdoor
floors treated with DECK.OIL, DECK.OIL STRONG, DECK.OIL
GS, ZERO.DECK, or indoor floors treated with products from
the W.OIL range. Cobalt and Methyl Ethyl Ketoxime-free.
The oily component of OIL.CARE repairs the treatment oil
that has deteriorated due to exposure to atmospheric agents
and penetrates into the wood providing in-depth protection.
The water repellent wax prevents water from entering the
pores in the wood, while the anti-UV additives delay the
deterioration of the lignin. OIL.CARE is also suitable for protecting all wood products treated with impregnation products, both indoors and out (garden furniture, wooden partitions, beams, fences, etc.). Recommended especially as a
protective treatment for WPC

TECHNICAL NOTES

TECHNICAL NOTES

TECHNICAL NOTES

TECHNICAL NOTES

Dilution in water for
additional maintenance
Application method

2-3% (approx. 1 capful for
every 2 litres of water)
Cotton cloth,
Vermeister Mop

Dilution in water for routine
cleaning
Application method
Recommended frequency
of use
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5% (approx. 1 capful
for every litre of water)
Cotton cloth,
Vermeister Mop
Once-twice a week (indoor
floors) Once every 1-2
months (outdoor floors)

Application method

Pad

Average coverage per coat (g/m2)

30/50

Interval before polishing (min.)

10/20

Ready for traffic (hours)

2/4

Application method
Dilution in water
Recommended frequency of use

Roller, Brush, Pad,
Beige Disc
20/25%
once every 1-2 months

Ready for traffic (min.)

30

Ready for traffic to give maximum
performance (hours)

12
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Deck.Reset

Anti-slip Cleaner

Pre-treatment for outdoor decking
and wooden products
(additional maintenance)

5 Lt

Self-polishing anti-slip cleaner specifically
designed for the maintenance of coated
wood floors used for sport

1 Lt

1 Lt

5 Lt

Sanit-Action Cleaner

Sanitizing cleaner for coated wood floors.

5 Lt

1 Lt

SPORT
EN 14904

A highly effective watery solution for removing the grey
patina on outdoor decking and wood products caused by
the deterioration and washing away of the lignin. DECK
RESET restores the original colour of the wood that is then
protected with DECK OIL - DECK OIL STRONG - ZERO DECK.
DECK.RESET can be used on decking, garden furniture,
wooden gazebos and on all wood items located outdoors.
Recommended especially as a strong detergent for WPC.

Fragranced, self-polishing anti-slip water based emulsion.
ANTISLIP CLEANER has a multi-purpose protective action
because apart from its non-slip feature it also increases
resistance to abrasion, protects against sunlight (ANTI-UV)
and restores and revives worn floors. It can be used to clean
and protect all types of wood floors.

It acts in three ways: it sanitizes, deodorizes and cleans.
Based on quaternary ammonium salts, the composition of the
product guarantees extensive, in-depth sanitization by means
of a vigorous mechanical removal of germs and bacteria from
the surfaces treated. The action of benzalkonium chloride, a
quaternary ammonium salt, is well-known for countering Grampositive and Gram-negati
ve bacteria and fungi through the
inactivation of energy-producing enzymes, the denaturation of
cellular proteins and the breakage of cellular membranes.
The high wetting and cleaning power results in a considerable
reduction of the surface tension and excellent adhesion to the
surfaces, allowing an in-depth penetration of the surfactants and
the removal of dirt in areas that are hard for traditional cleaners
to reach. Unlike other cleaning products on the market, SanitAction Cle
aner has been formulated specifically for wood
floors and, due to the synergic combination of its components,
it performs its sanitizing, cleaning and deodorizing action with
maximum efficiency, leaving the wood fibre unaltered.
QUICK FACTS
Extensive, in-depth sanitization by removal of germs and
bacteria
Suitable for countering the flu virus A (H1N1)

QUICK FACTS

Suitable for enveloped viruses, including HBV – HCV

APPROVED BY FIBA

Suitable for viruses belonging to the Coronavirus family

Anti-slip certificate

TECHNICAL NOTES
Application method
Average coverage per coat (g/m2)
Operating time for using trowels,
brushes, abrasive felts (min.)
Operating time for using pressure
washers (min.)
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Specifically designed for hardwood floors
TECHNICAL NOTES

TECHNICAL NOTES
Spray, Roller,
Brush, Pad
50 with spray or pad application 80 with a
roller or brush application
10
from 10 to 20

Application method

Cotton cloth, Vermeister Mop

Recommended frequency
of use

According to the traffic but on
average once a month

Dilution in water (everyday cleaning)
Dilution in water (as a sanitizer)
Recommended frequency of use
Application method

10%
1:1
1-2 times a week
Cotton cloth,
Vermeister Mop

Stability and storage (in original, unopened containers stored in a cool,dry place)
months

12

Standard packaging (Lt)

1/5
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Maintenance product
display stand

Merlino Spray Mop

Merlino

Merlino W.Oil

Elegant and practical display stand for maintenance products
with a modern design that suits all interiors. Designed with
attention to every detail to ensure sturdiness and stability.
Only for indoor use.

Special Mop with spray designed specifically for the daily
maintenance of wood floors.

Complete maintenance kit for finished wood floors

Complete maintenance kit for oiled wood floors

THE DISPLAY STAND CONSISTS OF

KIT CONSISTS OF

KIT CONSISTS OF

KIT CONSISTS OF

96 1 litre bottles (choice of products) + 4 Merlino Kit

1 Spray Mop

Merlino Telescopic handle with 360% swivel base

Merlino telescopic handle with 360% swivel base

Reusable Vermeister Mop in washable microfibre

Reuseable Vermeister Mop in washable microfibre

Reuseable Vermeister Mop in washable microfibre

1 litre Detergente Neutro

2 electrostatic cloths

2 electrostatic cloths

1 litre Detergente Neutro

1 litre Soap.Oil

1 litre Idronet

1 litre Oil.Care

QUICK FACTS
Very easy to use
Rechargeable
Does not leave rings or marks
Easy to manoeuvre to reach more difficult areas
Can be used with all Vermeister Maintenance products
Reduces the amount of water and cleaning products used
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MACHINERY AND ABRASIVES

SINGLE DISC MACHINE JUST 33 CODE 604024
Brush Ø (mm)
Voltage (V)
Frequency (Hz)

330
220 - 240
50

Brush Ø (mm)
Voltage (V)

Pad driver disc.

ABRASIVE DRIVER DISC - 330 MM
CODE 604045

ABRASIVE DRIVER DISC - 430 MM
CODE 604040

Driver disc for abrasive discs.

Driver disc for abrasive discs.

CARBORUNDUM GRINDING WHEEL
430 MM
CODE 604112

POLISHING BRUSH 430 MM
CODE 604061

Accessory for smoothing uneven and gapped screeds.

Polishing brush.

MEISTER DISK LIGHT
CODE 604148

VHQ 16, 24, 36 GRIT DISC - 430 MM
CODE 604180 GR. 16
CODE 604181 GR. 24
CODE 604182 GR. 36

Disc with six fixed supports and Velcro attachment for a
higher quality smoothing of wood floors.

Widia disc for removing film-forming finishes and resins and
preparing cement screeds.

Frequency (Hz)

MEISTER DISK
CODE 604130

MEISTER CARTA
CODE 604132

MEISTER DISK has been created and designed to improve
all the work carried out with a single disc machine.
The high level rotation of the six satellites forming MEISTER
DISK, combined with the special accessories, guarantee
that the machine is easy to handle and stable in the
most demanding situations and applications. The body
made entirely of metal together with the right weight/size
proportion make MEISTER DISK an essential tool suitable
for all machining work. A planetary disc with 6 idle satellites,
made of metal, Bblock blocking system.

MEISTER DISK with MEISTER CARTA, thanks to its particular
design and the possibility of using entrainment mousse
of different hardnesses, it allows an excellent smoothing
operation to be carried out on all types of wood flooring.
Thanks to its larger diameter, MEISTER CARTA enables
the machine to be used close to the perimeter walls, in
some cases without needing an edge smoothing machine.
Abrasive disc driver Ø 115, Velcro attachment, metal support,
Bblock blocking system.

220 - 240
50

Motor power (W)

1600

Brush pressure (g/cm2)

36,7

Brush pressure (g/cm2)

43,3

Motor passage height (mm)

260

Motor passage height (mm)

330

N. brush revs. (rpm)

190

N. brush revs. (rpm)

227

Weight (Kg)

22

Weight (Kg)

44

Wire length (m)

12

Wire length (m)

15

Auxiliary socket

no

Auxiliary socket

yes

Noise level (dbA)

< 56
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Pad driver disc.

430

550

Drive

PAD DRIVER DISC - 430 MM
CODE 604042

SINGLE DISC MACHINE JUST 43 EH CODE 604020

Motor power (W)

Noise level (dbA)

PAD DRIVER DISC - 330 MM
CODE 604044

< 54
Nylon gears

Drive

Steel gears
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MULTI-PURPOSE MDX DISC
CODE 604133
MDX is ideal for carrying out different jobs that are necessary
before starting to lay a wood floor such as smoothing the
cement screed, removing the old adhesives and residue
mousse, levelling and ruling ceramic tile, marble and granite
floors. MDX is a multi-purpose accessory designed to be
used with 17” single disc machines commonly used by all
professionals and it is adapted to the various models simply
by changing the driving flange. Its reduced weight and the
central stabiliser disc mean that it can also be used by nonexperts. The secret of the MDX disc is the ease with which
the tools are replaced, a feature that makes it both efficient
and economical.

MDX DIAMOND CODE 604144
Tool with diamond inserts, ideal for smoothing floors in ceramic tiles, marble floor tiles, granite and porcelain stoneware.

TWIN EDGER SANDER
CODE 604002

MEISTER/MDX MOLA CODE 604136
Cylindrical grinding wheel made of carborundum ideal for
smoothing and levelling cement screeds, to remove seams
made with trowels, dipping and old plaster and mortar. It
leaves the surface very smooth.

BULL BELT SANDER
CODE 604000

Current / Voltage (V)

Single phase 220

Motor power (CV/KW)
Disc speed (rpm)
Disc diameter (mm)

NASTRI

Arm height (mm)

178
305

180

Size of abrasive belt (mm)

200 x 750

Weight (kg)

17

Tool with hard metal inserts, ideal for removing old adhesive,
carpet mousse and excess cement material.

200

Roller diameter (mm)

85

Best12
Better

Guarantee (months)

nastri in r984
12

Guarantee (months)

3,5 / 2,5

Roller width (mm)

40

Weight (kg)

Single phase 230

Motor power (CV/KW)

3000

Arm length (mm)

MDX VIDIA CODE 604146

Current / Voltage (V)

2,6 / 2

supporto: poliestere peso Y
aBrasivo: sg® ceramicato
applicazione: l’abrasivo ceramicato consente a questo prodotto di ravvivarsi e
risultare sempre tagliente anche a basse pressioni

Wxl (mm)

codice cap

ABRASIVES

unitÀ MiniMa
di vendita (pz)

grana

CODICE

PREZZO (€)

36

10

77696082251

14,32

40

10

77696083338

13,63

A range of versatile abrasives dedicated203
exclusively
to the wood
x750
r984 floor market, offering many qualities and an infinite number of products
60
10
77696083339
12,20
capable of satisfying every need. To guarantee a high standard of sanding every time, we can count on three different abrasives Zirconium,
80
10
77696083340
11,58
Aluminium Oxide and Aluminium Oxide Ceramic.

NASTRI

VACUUM UNIT
CODE 604030

TANK
CODE 604050

Vacuum unit for collecting dust - Motor 1000 W Capacity 9
Lt. (only dust)

Tank for cleaning solutions - Capacity 12 Lt.

Dust skirt for Just single disc machine

GRIT

Q.TY

24

10

Dust / liquid vacuum cleaner
with high power motor.

36

10

800001

40

10

800002

VACUUM CLEANER 1200 CODE 604080

50

10

800003

Tank capacity (Lt.)

203 x750

10

25 Weight without accessories (kg) 8,7

80

10

800005

100

10

800006

120

10

800007

Maximum power (W) 1300 Wire length (m)
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800000

60

VACUUM CLEANER 1300 CODE 604085
Tank capacity (Lt.)

CODE

Wxl (mm)

7,5

Maximum power (W)) 1200 Wire length (m)

7,5

nastri in r984

supporto: poliestere peso Y
suppo
aBrasivo: ossido di zirconio
aBras
applicazione: la particolare cosparsione aperta della grana abrasiva rende
applic
ideale questo prodotto per la sgrossatura e la levigatura di parquet grezzo in tutt
CLOTH BELTS 203 X 750 MM
risultar
i tipi di essenza
CERAMIC Z JOINT

CLOTH BELTS 203 X 750 MM
ZIRCONIUM Z JOINT

DUST SKIRT
CODE 604101

Better
Better

nastri in r817

800004

codice cap

grana
24
36

r817

GRIT
24
36

Q.TY

unitÀ MiniMa
di vendita (pz)
10

10

800008

PREZZO
codice
cap(€)

66261033863

800009

12,10

40

40

10

10

66261033865
203 x750800010
66261033867

50

50

10

10

66261033868
800011

60

10

10

66261033870

9,10

66261033871

8,96

66261033873

8,70

60
80
100
120

80
100
120

10

10

CODE

WxlCODICE
(mm)

10
10
10

10
10
10

10,94
r984
10,60
10,00

800012
800013

800014
66261033875

8,70

nastri800015
in r817

35 Weight without accessories (kg) 12,5
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suppo
aBras
applic
ideale q

203mmx50M

r984

60

1

77696083473

620,00

it

80

1

77696083467

572,00

it

discHi in carBuro di silicio

ROTOLI IN TELA
Better
Better

rotoli in r817

115

s413: per sgrossatura

supporto: combinazione di carta e tela
aBrasivo: carburo di silicio
applicazione: prodotto indicato per la sgrossatura con macchine a disco
per essenze di tutti i tipi e massetti di cemento

Best
Better

rotoli in r984

r984

discHi in r822
supporto: poliestere peso Y
aBrasivo: ossido di zirconio
applicazione: adatto per la sgrossatura del parquet grezzo con macchine
a rullo, per tutti203
i tipi di
essenza
MM
ROLLS

203 MM ROLLS
OF ZIRCONIUM ABRASIVE CLOTH
GRIT

METERS

24

25

36

25

40

25

50

25

60

DOUBLE DISCS Ø 425 MM
IN SILICON CARBIDE

OF ALUMINIUM OXIDE ABRASIVE

Wxl

CODE

codice cap

di vendita (pz)

25
63642514304

800102

36

40

1

63642514305
25

800104

40

50

1

50

r817

60
80

800108

25

800110

100

25

800112

100

1

800120
792,00

36

1

it
r984
it

40

1

597,00

it

558,00
800126

it

515,00

it

485,00

it

66261025307

80

1

63642508570

25

800128

66261194301

25
63642551299

120

it

800124

63642514309
25

1

unitÀ MiniMa
di vendita (pz)

25

1
1

grana

PREZZO (€) codice
STOCK
Wxl
cap

691,00
800122
203mmx50M
63642514306
640,00

60
100

120

CODE

CODICE

1

800106

25

METERS

36

203mmx50M

25

GRIT
unitÀ MiniMa

grana
24

800101

80
120

supporto: poliestere peso Y
aBrasivo: sg® ceramicato
applicazione: l’abrasivo ceramicato consente a questo prodotto di ravvivarsi e
risultare sempre tagliente anche a basse pressioni

800130
485,00

60

1

80

1

Wxl

ABRASIVE SCREENS
ABRASIVE SCREENS Ø 406 MM IN CARBORUNDUM

77696083467

36

MULTIPAD ABRASIVES DISCS
WITH VELCRO Ø 406 MM

203mmx50M

7
r817

GRIT

Q.TY

CODE

GRIT

Q.TY

CODE

60

10

700500

40

10

700600

80

10

700502

60

10

700602

VELCRO Ø 200 MM ZIRCONIUM

PREZZO (€)

Q.TY

768,00

10 712,00

10

700504

80

10

700604

120

10

700506

100

10

700606

150

10

700508

120

10

700608

180

10

700510

150

10

700610

220

10

700512

180

10

700612

320

10

220

10

10

BEARTEX
700514

CLEANING PADS
16” CLEANING PADS

BEIGE

5

GREEN

5

RED

5

BLACK

5
PAD Hi-Pro Ø 432

Q.TY

CODE

5

800221

BORDEAUX

Felt Pad ø 406

800203

COLOUR

pulitura e deceratura

800205

Q.TY

CODE

10

800210

GREY

Better
Better
10

dia (mm)

10

800305

unitÀ MiniMa
di vendita (pz)

CODICE

PREZZO (€)

24

1

63642514304

792,00

36

1

63642514305

691,00

40

1

63642514306

640,00

50

1

66261025307

597,00

60

1

63642514309

558,00

100
120

SMALL PAPER DISCS WITH
1
63642508570
515,00
VELCRO Ø 180 MM ZIRCONIUM
1
1

GRIT

66261194301
63642551299

36

485,00

Q.TY485,00
50

CODE

COLOUR

406x 90

Q.TY

levigatura e pulitura pesante ad umido di superfici prima dell’applicazione della colla

900406

WHITE

24

115

Best
Better
Better
Q.TY
CODEin
discHi
CODICE
PREZZO
dia (mm)(€)

25

5066623380171

25

66623324527

r984
STOCK
codice cap

17,50
800320

it

15,40

5066623324526
800322
supporto: 36
poliestere60
peso Y 25
10,60
®
115
aBrasivo: sg
ceramicato
40
25
66623324525
10,30
80 ceramicato consente50
applicazione: l’abrasivo
a questo prodotto di800323
ravvivarsi e
60
25
66623324523
9,10
H425 risultare sempre tagliente anche a basse pressioni
80

100

800304
codice cap

r984

120
grana

100
120

25

5066623324521

8,60
800324

25

66623324518

8,20
800325
diaxB
(mm)
8,20

25
unitÀ MiniMa
di vendita (pz)

5066623324502
CODICE

it

it
it
codice
cap
it
STOCK

PREZZO (€)

200

77696083570

2,20

40

200

77696083572

1402,00
x 30

60

200

77696083575

1,70

MK

80

200

77696079721

1,50

MK

MK
MK r984

Better
Better

STOCK

Dimensioni: dia = diametro
discHi
in r822
it = prodotti stock italia (consegna: 3/4 gio

it

it

suppor
aBrasi
r822 applic
it
risultar
it

it

36

discHi in r822
supporto: cotone peso X

suppor
it
aBrasivo:
ossidoSMERIGLIATRICE
di zirconio
DISCHI
VELCRATI
PER
ANGOLARE
DISCHI VELCRATI
aBrasi
it
applicazione: ideale per la levigatura e la finitura del parquet grezzo

it

SMALL PAPER DISCS WITH
Best
Better
Better
VELCRO Ø 140 MM H. 30 MM ZIRCONIUMdiscHi

it

discHi
in r984
it
it

CODE
dia (mm)

codice cap

grana

GRITunitÀ MiniMa

di vendita (pz)

Q.TY CODICE

Dimensioni: dia = diametro, B =supporto:
foro
poliestere peso Y
36fabbricare
100giorni)
800341
100(consegna: 15/20
66261032284
it = prodotti
stock italia (consegna: 3/4 giorni), MK36
= prodotti da
®

60

50

800344

80

50

800345

100

50

800346

120

50

115

dia (mm)

115

applic
con mac

in r984

CODE
PREZZO (€)

STOCK
codice cap

diaxB (mm)

800360
1,24

aBrasivo: sg ceramicato
40
100
77696083466
1,22
applicazione: l’abrasivo
consente100
a questo prodotto di 800362
ravvivarsi e
60ceramicato
parQuet
- listino prezzi
60
100
66261032286
1,22 2014
r822risultare sempre tagliente anche a basse pressioni
140 x30
80

100
codice cap

800347

120
grana

r984

10069957396693

1,04
800363

100
100unitÀ MiniMa

10077696079622

1,04
800364

120

80

100

100

di vendita (pz)

77696079604
CODICE

200

100
77696083570

40

200

77696083572

60

200

80

200

36

7

1,04

PREZZO
dia
(mm)(€)

suppor
aBrasiv
applica
it
r822 risultare
it

IT

13

it
it

it
STOCK
codice cap

800365
2,20

MK
MK

77696083575

2,00
115
1,70

77696079721

1,50

MK

MK

r984

Better
Better

discHi in r822

5

codice cap

grana

unitÀ MiniMa
di vendita (pz)

CODICE

PREZZO (€)

STOCK

Jf176

rosso

5*

66261054276

52,00

it

Jf175

Bianco

5*

66261054209

52,00

it

Jf180

verde

5*

66261054261

52,00

it

Jf181

Blu

5*

66261054244

52,00

it

SMALL PAPER DISCS WITH
VELCRO Ø 115 MM ZIRCONIUM
GRIT

Q.TY

36

100

60

100

SMALL PAPER DISCS WITH
VELCRO Ø 105 MM ZIRCONIUM
diaCODE
(mm)

codice cap

800380
800382
115

80

100

800383

CODE

100

100

800384

800222

120

100

800385

Felt wool Pad ø 406
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800302
425
x 30

36

di vendita (pz)

aBrasivo: ossido di zirconio
applicazione: ideale per la levigatura e la finitura
del parquet
grezzo
parQuet
- listino
prezzi 2014

ceratura, lucidatura e trascinamento dischi Q421 grane medie

800202

diaxB (mm)

800301

16

s413

GRITunitÀ MiniMa

Dimensioni: dia = diametro
supporto:
cotone
pesoda
X fabbricare (consegna: 15/20 giorni)
it = prodotti stock italia (consegna:
3/4 giorni), MK
= prodotti

rimozione cere grasse e levigature leggere

nero

800300

grana

discHi in r822

lucidature brillanti, trascinamento dischi Q421 grane fini

Blu

Q.TY
5

COLOUR

800200
800201

verde

it

Dimensioni: W = larghezza, l = lunghezza
it = prodotti 700614
stock italia (consegna: 3/4 giorni), MK = prodotti da fabbricare (consegna: 15/20 giorni)

Sanding Pad Ø 406

CODE

Bianco

it

parQuet - listino prezzi 2014

APPLICAZIONI
rosso

it

800003

FELT DISCS
17” FELTS

5

codice cap
discHi in r984

572,00

supporto: fibre di nylon agugliate
aBrasivo: ossido di alluminio (o abrasivo assente)
applicazione: la gamma Beartex offre una varietà di prodotti per applicazioni
che vanno dalla levigatura alla lucidatura brillante

WHITE

STOCK
CODE
diaxB (mm)
it

10 620,00

grana

80

100

Q.TY

DISCHI VELCRATI
SMALL
PAPER DISCS WITH
DISCHI VELCRATI PER
SMERIGLIATRICE
ANGOLARE

10

100/120

discHi BearteX super 54

BLACK

77696083473

24

80

codice cap

parQuet - listino prezzi 2014

COLOUR

77696083474

suppo
aBras
applic

supporto: carta peso e
aBrasivo: carburo di silicio
applicazione: prodotto ideale per la levigatura e la semifinitura con macchine
a disco del parquet grezzo e preparato. ideale per essenze dure

supporto: poliestere peso Y
aBrasivo: ossido di zirconio
applicazione: adatto per la sgrossatura del parquet grezzo con macchine
a rullo, per tutti i tipi di essenza

Dimensioni: W = larghezza, l = lunghezza
it = prodotti stock italia (consegna: 3/4 giorni), MK = prodotti da fabbricare (consegna: 15/20 giorni)

COLOUR

77696083475

16

it

800114

GRIT

60

rotoli
in r817
800132

25

CODICE

H425: per levigatura

grana
36
40

r822

60
80
100
120

GRITunitÀ MiniMa

di vendita (pz)

36
60
80
100
120

Q.TYCODICE

100

66261032284
100

100

77696083466

18

parQuet - listino prezz

CODE
PREZZO
dia
(mm)(€)
1,24
800400
1,22

100

100
66261032286

800402
1,22

100

69957396693

100

800403

77696079622
100

1,04
800404

100

800405

100
100

77696079604

17

suppor
aBrasiv
applica

115
1,04
1,04

STOCK
codice cap
it
IT
it
it
it
it
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r822

HYDROMETTE HT 85 T CODE 602110

HYDROMETTE HB 30 CODE 602100

An electronic instrument with three functions to measure
the humidity of wood and building materials as well as
the temperature of solid and loose products, liquids and
gases. LCD digital display, division of the type of wood into
four categories and automatic temperature compensation.
Range of measurements for wood: from 4 to 100% humidity,
for building materials from 0 to 80 digits/display units (0.5
up to 25% of the weight) (convertible into percentage of
humidity according to the type of material, e.g. gypsum,
mortar, cement screed, concrete, etc.). Range of temperature
measurements with Pt 100: -50 up to 199.9°C with 10 types of
interchangeable probes. Precision measurements of timber
(up to 180 mm thick), chipboard panels, veneering and
building materials that have set.

Three-function electronic measuring device. This measuring
device with digital LCD can set the type of wood in 2 groups.

ACCESSORIES AND EQUIPMENT

CARBIDE HYGROMETER
CODE 602300
CM-Gerät CLASSIC is a device based on the calcium carbide
method used to determine the level of humidity in building
materials that have set as well as in other different materials.
Recommended by various associations for a series of
measuring tasks, this method has been recognised for years
together with the electronic measuring method.

HYDROMETTE COMPACT CODE 602146
An electronic device to measure the humidity of firewood.
Measuring range: 5 up to 50% humidity of the wood with a
calibration of the average value for softwood and hardwood
as well as a large 3 figure LCD indicator. An economical
device ideal: for protecting the environment thanks to
reduced emissions, for protecting stoves and fireplaces
thanks to improved combustion, for saving money thanks to
an improved energy output

MULTIMASTER
CODE 601550
Professional multi-purpose tool for all types of restoration and
repair work, with specific accessories for each application.

CUTTING BLADE CODE 601554
Universal cutting blade

STANDARD SLIDING BLOCK CODE 601552
Standard sliding block

HYDROMETTE COMPACT B CODE 602202

HYDROMETTE COMPACT TF CODE 602203

An electronic device for measuring humidity in building
materials. Measuring range: 0 –100 digits. The device
operates on the patented measuring principle of a high
frequency dielectric constant. With an LCD digital indicator
and ball probe for the non-destructive location of humidity
in building materials of all types as well as for detecting the
spread of humidity in walls, ceilings and floors.

A device for measuring the temperature and humidity of the
air. Measuring range: from 5 to 98% relative humidity of the air
from –15 up to +50 ºC. A small and precise thermohygrometer
in a compact case for many fields of application. With a builtin measuring probe, single-handed use, large LCD with 2
lines to show the humidity and temperature of the air at the
same time. Users can regulate the device.
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CUTTING BLADE CODE 601556
Universal cutting blade

More accessories than the above mentioned available.
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CUTTING MACHINE TM33W
CODE 604004

DOOR CUTTER 1300
CODE 601520

LAMINATE FLOORING
GUILLOTINE
CODE 601510

MIXER MX1300E
CODE 604160

STEM GUNS - 310 ML
CODE 601501 | CODE 601503

TUBE GUNS - 600 ML
CODE 601500

TROWELS
DESCRIPTION

REPAIR KIT
CODE 601101

SANDER BA81
CODE 601600

SANDER GL040E
CODE 601602

CLAMPING BELT
CODE 601512

BEATER
CODE 607203

CLAMPING GRIPPERS
CODE 601514

PLANK STRETCHER 31 | 41
CODE 607150 | CODE 607151
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PLANK STRETCHER
CODE 607152

NON-MARKING RUBBER
HAMMER
CODE 607201

CODE

Adhesive trowel n. 5

601408

Adhesive trowel n. 6

601422

Double blade trowel 27 cm

601420

Smooth stainless steel trowel

601423

Smooth stainless steel float

601421

COATING ROLLERS
AND ACCESSORIES

PROTECTION
CODE

DESCRIPTION

CODE

Dust respirator with valve

601201

Grating handle

601305

Fume respirator

601203

Spare mohair roller 4 mm

601301

Pro knee pads

601102

Spare mohair roller 6 mm

601300

Goggles

601103

Spare textile roller 8 mm

601302

Ear defenders

601100

Spare textile roller 6 mm

601304

Tyvech coverall

601105

Spare textile roller 10 mm

601316

Pro trousers

601104

Spare black roller 2.5 mm

601303

Complete roller for primers

601306

Complete roller for Ceradura Hardwax

601340

Brush for edges

601403

Aluminium telescopic rod 2.5 m

601307

Roller cleaning scraper

601310

DESCRIPTION

Roller holder

601308

Super roller holding container

601309

Tray with wheels for finishes

601404

Bags for finishes

601405

Dosing jug

601406
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This catalogue has been printed on 100% recycled paper, certified by FSC Recycled
and the European Ecolabel. Recycled paper: numerous benefits for the environment.
Recycled paper leads to:
·
·
·
·

a new life for used paper, prolonging its life cycle
an energy saving with a reduction in the consumption of water and atmospheric pollution;
a reduction in the use of virgin fibres from trees;
a development of the local economy: used paper is collected by local firms

These aspects in turn lead to many other advantages: environmental benefits, thanks
to reduced transportation, economic benefits due to the collection of used paper for
recycling and social benefits as a result of the creation of local jobs.
Recycled paper counters global warming in two ways:
· it reduces the emission of C02 thanks to a process that uses less energy than the
production of paper from virgin fibres;
· it delays the emission of C02 because wood-based products from cultivated forests,
like paper, store carbon;
As the carbon is retained in the cellulose fibre without returning to the atmosphere, for example as a result of recycling, the wood-based products from cultivated forests, such as paper,
contribute towards slowing down the climatic change. Significant savings are also made in
terms of natural resources. For example, printing 5,000 brochures on A4 size paper with 28
pages inside and 4 cover pages using recycled paper instead of standard paper leads to a
saving that is the equivalent of: (source: CEPI – Confederazione delle industrie europee della
carta).
· a 658 km. journey made in an average European car
· the amount of water used in 85 days by an Italian
· the average amount of electricity used in 106 days by an Italian
Sources: the carbon footprint assessment is made by FactorX in compliance with the Bilan
Carbone® method. The calculations are made by comparing recycled paper and virgin fibre
paper and on the basis of the latest data provided by the European BREF (for virgin fibre paper). The results obtained derive from technical information and are subject to modification.

Vermeister S.p.A. guarantees that the information contained in this catalogue is provided to
the best of the company’s experience and technical-scientific knowledge and is given as a
guideline only and with reference to the characteristics of standard products. Therefore, Vermeister S.p.A. cannot assume any responsibility for the results obtained which depend on the
conditions of application that are beyond the company’s control.

Paging and Graphic design: Marzia Pezzotta
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